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Abstract: In the first part of this work, we uncover a connection between polynomial-reproducing
bases of simplex splines and certain single-element liftings of oriented matroids associated to point
configurations. We use this correspondence to construct a broad family of spline bases on generic
point multisets, generalizing a known result on Delaunay configurations. Our spline bases are
naturally defined on finite knot sets with affine dependencies and higher multiplicities, without need
for special treatment of degenerate cases. We reformulate our bases in the language of zonotopal
tilings, via the Bohne-Dress theorem, obtaining a link to a known construction algorithm for
bivariate spline bases based on centroid triangulations. In the second part of this work, we restrict
again our attention to weighted Delaunay configurations and the associated spline bases, and we
capitalize on our combinatorial viewpoint to extend, in this special case, the well-known bivariate
construction algorithm to higher dimensions and generic point multisets. Finally, we employ this
machinery to propose algorithms for the determination and evaluation of all multivariate basis
spline functions supported on a given point.
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Bases de splines multivariées, matroïdes orientés et pavages
de zonotopes
Résumé : Dans la première partie de ce travail, on explore une connexion entre les bases
de splines simplexes (multivariées) capables de reproduire les polynômes et certains relèvements
du matroïde orienté associé à une configuration de points. On se sert de cette corréspondence
afin de construire une large famille de bases de splines multivariées sur des multi-ensembles
de points quelconques, généralisant ainsi un résultat connu sur les configurations de Delaunay.
Les bases ainsi construites sont naturellement définies sur desensembles de noeuds contenant
des dépendences affines et des multiplicitées élevées, sans qu’il y ait besoin d’un traitement
spécifique des cas dégénerés. On reformule nos bases dans le langage des pavages de zonotopes
grâce au théorème de Bohne-Dress. Cette réinterprétation nous permet de tirer un lien vers
un algorithme connu de construction de bases de splines bivariées basé sur les triangulations
centroïdales. Dans la seconde partie de ce travail, on focalise à nouveau notre attention sur
les configurations de Dalaunay pondérées. On exploite notre point de vue combinatoriel afin
d’étendre, dans ce cas spécial, l’algorithme connu de génération de bases de splines bivariées à
des dimensions supérieures à deux et à des multisets de points quelconques. Enfin, on exploite
ces mécanisme afin de dériver un algorithme capable de trouver et évaluer toutes les splines d’une
base supportées sur un point donné.
Mots-clés : spline multivariée, spline simplexe, base de splines, matroïde orienté, pavage de
zonotope
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Abbreviations and symbols
affp ¨ q Affine span of a set of points.
convp ¨ q Convex hull of a set of points.
:“, “: Symbol on the left (right) defined by
expression on the right (resp. left).
detpAq Determinant of the pd ` 1q ˆ pd `
1q matrix pa, 1qaPA, ordered so that
detpAq ą 0.
detp Aba q Determinant of the points
Aztau \ tbu ordered so that
detpAq ą 0, and with the row a
replaced by b.
1Ap ¨ q Indicator function of the set A, i.e.,
1Apxq “ 1 if x P A, 0 otherwise.`
n
p
˘
Number of multisets of size p on
n symbols (multichoose), equal to`
n`p´1
p
˘
.
| ¨ | Cardinality of a (multi)set.
rankp ¨ q Rank of a matrix.
x ¨ , ¨ y Scalar product between vectors.
signp ¨ q Sign function: ˘1 if argument posi-
tive/negative, zero otherwise.
Xv Sign taken by X on the vector v.
Xu,σ Sign vector obtained from X by set-
ting the value on u to σ P t´, 0,`u.
Xσ Set of vectors over which the sign
covector X is equal to σ P t´, 0,`u.
X ˝ Y Composition of two sign covectors X
and Y : pX ˝ Y qv :“ Xv if Xv ‰ 0,
Yv otherwise.
SpX,Y q Separation set of X and Y , i.e., set
of vectors over which X and Y are
nonzero and opposite.
suppp ¨ q Support of a function.
Mp ¨ | Aq Spline function defined by the multi-
set of points A.
A\B Disjoint union of two multisets.
volp ¨ q Volume of a region.
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1 Introduction
Since their inception around sixty years ago, curves and surfaces based on Bézier, B-spline and
NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines) bases [1, 2] have been invaluable tools in computer-
aided design, computer graphics, machining and fabrication. More recently, spline bases have
entered the realm of partial differential equations via the new field of isogeometric analysis [3,
4]. Under this new analytical paradigm, B-spline and NURBS basis functions replace the more
traditional polynomial bases used in finite element analysis (FEA) simulations. Their application
to real-world problems crucially requires robust and efficient algorithms to construct multivariate
spline bases and efficiently determine and evaluate the functions supported on a given point.
In the one-dimensional case, the classic Cox-De Boor recurrence formula [5, 6], which expresses
a B-spline function Ni,ppxq of degree p through two consecutive functions Ni,p´1pxq, Ni`1,p´1pxq
of order p ´ 1, is overwhelmingly used as the definition of polynomial-reproducing B-spline
bases. From this formula, robust and efficient evaluation schemes that optimally avoid useless
calculations and reuse intermediate results have been derived, such as the classic pyramidal
evaluation scheme presented in [7, Chapter X, Algorithm 8]. These algorithms underpin virtually
all practical applications of B-splines.
The simplest approach to formulating multivariate splines on two and three dimensional do-
mains, used in almost all CAD (Computer Aided Design) software and models, is through the
use of tensor products. This corresponds to defining, starting from a collection of d univari-
ate B-spline bases indexed by i1, . . . , id and with orders p1, . . . , pd, the multivariate B-spline
basis functions N : Rd Ñ R as Ni1,...,id,p1,...,pdpx1, . . . , xdq :“ Ni1,p1px1q ¨ ¨ ¨Nid,pdpxdq. The d-
dimensional knots defining these splines can be thought of as forming a regular d-dimensional
grid. The usefulness of this definition goes well beyond its widespread use, since many calcula-
tions involving tensor product splines simplify considerably when these basis functions are used,
mainly because of the separability of superposition integrals.
The tensor product structure of standard multivariate B-spline basis functions can however
be too rigid in some specific applications, as for example the simulation of PDEs in the natural
sciences, where the physical parameters of a domain can have complex geometrical interfaces of
reduced regularity or discontinuity, with arbitrary topology, and no CAD model is available. For
this reason, simulation methods based on unstructured grids, for example through finite elements
or discontinuous Galerkin, are often preferred in these fields.
Recently, some effort has gone into bridging the gap between fully unstructured discontinu-
ous Galerkin simulations and the usual tensor-product Isogeometric Analysis, by linking multiple
spline patches through discontinuous Galerkin fluxes, see e.g. [8]. These approaches have been
successful in unlocking some of the numerical advantages of Isogemetric Analysis in an unstruc-
tured setting. However, the need for a CAD model, the restriction on the topology of disconti-
nuities and the unsuitability for inverse problems remain drawbacks of the current approaches.
In this work, we strive to provide a more natural blending of the two worlds by focusing on
unstructured (also called multivariate) spline functions.
Much work has gone into the definition of multivariate spline functions and associated bases,
i.e., collections of spline functions capable of reproducing polynomials on a given domain. These
efforts have produced natural and numerically efficient multivariate generalizations of B-splines,
as well as construction algorithms for function bases. However, when formulating a complete iso-
geometric analysis formalism, we find that the current state-of-the-art algorithms and approaches
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for unstructured splines are still lacking compared with their tensor-product counterparts. The
main construction algorithm [9, 10] is only proven to work in two dimensions, and has only
recently [11] been proved to converge for all orders p. Moreover, the current formulations fall
short of treating the case of repeated knots, which is needed to impose boundary conditions and
to locally control the regularity of the solution. Finally, no simple and general evaluation scheme
is known for multivariate B-splines, and the associated spline space has not been investigated in
sufficient detail to formulate efficient numerical quadratures.
In this work, we set out to improve on some of these shortcomings by showing how these
bases can be recast in a more general setting, allowing for repeated knots and in general di-
mension, paving the way for their use in efficient numerical schemes for the numerical resolution
of PDEs in an unstructured setting. We base our formulation on a connection between simplex
spline bases, oriented matroids and zonotopal tilings, whose combinatorial nature allows a unified
treatment free of the degenerate configurations that are typical of a purely geometrical approach.
Furthermore, these structures come equipped with a natural graph, the cocircuit graph, which
can be used to navigate between splines in a basis and extend some aspects of the classical De
Boor evaluation scheme. This removes, in our view, one important computational shortcoming
that has prevented a more widespread use of these basis functions.
Finally, note that some connections between these topics have already been drawn in the
past (see e.g. [12]), but, to the best of our knowledge, they have never been applied to the
construction of polynomial-reproducing bases of simplex splines.
2 Background
We provide in this section an introduction to the main actors of this work: multivariate splines
and their associated bases, oriented matroids and zonotopal tilings. Our goal in the following
sections is to show how these combinatorial objects and their relations can provide a combina-
torial grounding for spline bases, independent of the space dimension and allowing for the use of
more general sets of points.
2.1 Notation and conventions
In order to handle the case of coincident points, we will adopt throughout the multiset notation,
i.e., the use of sets allowing for repeated elements. Given two such multisets A and B, we
denote by |A| the cardinality of A, i.e., the number of elements counted with their multiplicity,
and by A\B their sum or disjoint union, i.e., the union of the two multisets in which all
elements are considered as distinct. For example, if A “ ta1, a2, a2u and B “ ta1, a3u, then
A\B “ ta1, a1, a2, a2, a3u. Thus, |A\B| “ |A| ` |B|. The same notation is trivially valid for
normal sets. Repetitions are also taken into account when computing set differences, intersections
and subsets, e.g., Azta2u “ ta1, a2u, A X ta2, a2, a3u “ ta2, a2u and A Ă ta1, a2, a2, a3u but
A Ć ta1, a2, a3u.
Given a set of d ` 1 affinely independent points X “ ta1, . . . , ad`1u Ă Rd, let detpXq
be a shorthand for the pd ` 1q ˆ pd ` 1q determinant detppa, 1qaPXq, with the ordering of
the elements in X always chosen so that detpXq ą 0. When considering the determinants
detpXztau \ tbuq, we wish to preserve the same element ordering, by replacing the (unique)
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instance of a in X by b in the same position. For this reason, we borrow a convenient no-
tation from [13], and denote by detp Xba q the determinant of the set Xztau \ tbu with the
ordering taken so that detpXq ą 0, and with the row corresponding to a replaced by that
corresponding to b. Notice that detp Xba q can in principle have both signs. As an example,
detp Xxa2 q{detpXq “ detpta1, x, a3, . . . , ad`1uq{detpta1, a2, . . . , ad`1uq, and detp Xajai q{detpXq “
δij . The ratio λapbq :“ detp Xba q{detpXq is equal to the barycentric coordinate of the point b
with respect to the point a in the simplex convpXq.
Let X be a finite set of points in Rd and let RpXq Ă Rd be a d-dimensional region obtained as
the union of d-dimensional convex hulls of subsets of X. A triangulation T of RpXq is a collection
of d-dimensional simplices with vertices in A such that
Ť
tPT t “ RpXq and the intersection
between any two simplices in T is a (possibly empty) face of both. In two dimensions any such
region admits a triangulation, but already in three dimensions there exist (non-convex) polyhedra
that cannot be triangulated, such as Schönhardt’s polyhedron [14].
Finally, given two subsets P,Q Ă Rd, we define their Minkowski sum as the set P ` Q :“
tx` y P Rd : x P P, y P Qu.
2.2 Multivariate splines
Given an ordered multiset of real numbers A :“ pa1, . . . , anq P R, a1 ď . . . ď an, and denoting the
multiset Ai,j :“ tai, . . . , aju for j ě i, univariate B-spline functions of order p over the knots A
are defined recursively for every x P R, a1 ď x ď an using the so-called Cox-De Boor recurrence
formula
Npx | Ai,i`1q :“ 1ai,ai`1pxq,
Npx | Ai,i`p`1q :“ x´ ai
ai`p ´ aiNpx | Ai,i`pq `
ai`p`1 ´ x
ai`p`1 ´ ai`1Npx | Ai`1,i`p`1q,
(2.1a)
(2.1b)
where 1a,bpxq represents the indicator function of the half-open interval ra, bq.
Each function N is a piecewise polynomial function on pa1, anq with regularity Cp´1 at each
value ai, called knot. The regularity is reduced by k if a knot is repeated k ´ 1 times, in which
case the terms with zero denominators in (2.1b) need to be set equal to 0. B-splines of order
p reproduce polynomials up to order p, but in order for this property to be valid in the whole
domain ra1, ans, the first and last knots need to be repeated p` 1 times.
Unstructured spline functions were introduced by Curry and Schoenberg [15] as projection of
simplices and later generalized by Carlson [16] through Dirichlet averages. The following useful
recurrence formula was first derived by Micchelli [17]. Given a multiset X of p ` d ` 1 points
in Rd, possibly with repetitions, the normalised multivariate spline function Mpx | Xq can be
defined for x P Rd via the expression
Mpx | Xq :“
$’’’&’’’%
d!
detpXq1Xpxq if p “ 0,
p` d
p
ÿ
aPY
detp Yxa q
detpY q Mpx | Xztauq otherwise,
(2.2a)
(2.2b)
where 1Xpxq :“ 1convpXqpxq and Y is any affinely independent subset Y Ď X with |Y | “ d` 1.
If no such Y exists, then the affine rank of X is less than d ` 1 and the spline is supported
Inria
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on a zero-measure set, and can be set to zero everywhere by continuity. The functions M are
multivariate piecewise polynomial functions with regularity Cp´1 if all the points are affinely
independent, and reduced regularity otherwise. Another useful expression, also derived in [17],
is the knot insertion formula. If |X| ě d` 2 (i.e., if p ě 1), we can select another point ra P XzY .
We then have
detpY qMpx | Xztrauq “ ÿ
aPY
detp Yraa qMpx | Xztauq. (2.3)
Just like (2.2b) relates splines of order p and p´ 1, allowing a recurrent evaluation scheme, (2.3)
relates splines with the same order p.
2.2.1 Multivariate spline bases
The construction of suitable bases for multivariate splines, i.e., families of linearly independent
spline functions capable of reproducing polynomials, has proved trickier than the one-dimensional
case. Early successful attempts based on the triangulation of higher-dimensional polyhedra [18,
19] or simploids [20], were deemed computationally impractical or did not reduce to the usual
B-spline basis for d “ 1, while a construction based on the introduction of auxiliary nodes on an
existing triangulation [21] was seen to be dependent on arbitrary choices that artificially reduce
the symmetry of the result. We refer the reader to [22] for a review on the subject.
A more recent approach uses a point set A, without any additional structure, as an input to
build multivariate splines. Neamtu [13, 23], showed that, if all the Delaunay configurations of
order p of A are chosen as subset of knots, the resulting splines form a basis capable of repro-
ducing all polynomials up to order p. Delaunay configurations are a generalization of Delaunay
triangulations, and correspond to all subsets XB Ď A of pd` 1q points whose circumsphere con-
tains exactly a set XI Ď A of p points in its interior. The corresponding spline is then defined
using (2.2) as Mp ¨ | XB \XIq. This approach is discussed in more detail in Section 4.
Subsequently, Liu and Snoeyink [9, 10] have proposed an algorithm to iteratively compute
a large family of generalized Delaunay configurations of A with any order p, each yielding a
spline basis. Their algorithm is based on the concept of the order-k centroid triangulation [10,
24–26], which is a triangulation of the point set Apkq obtained by taking averages of k-element
subsets of A. The order-1 centroid triangulation is simply an (arbitrary) triangulation of A, and
an order-k centroid triangulation is obtained from an order-pk ´ 1q centroid triangulation by a
subdivision of the polygonal neighborhood of every vertex, with complete freedom on the choice
of triangulation for each polygon. The authors were able to prove that the algorithm produces
multivariate spline bases of order p for p ď 3.
Finally, Schmitt [11] proved recently that Liu and Snoeyink’s algorithm can be seen as a
generalization of Neamtu’s construction with arbitrary families of convex Jordan curves replacing
circles, and proved that the algorithm is correct for any order p, while providing some insight as
to how it should be extended to higher dimensions. However, one major hurdle for the extension
to dimensions d ą 2 lies in the generalization to hypersurfaces other than hyperspheres of the
crucial edge matching property, i.e. the way in which p-configurations can be related to pp´ 1q-
configurations through facets. We state this property precisely in Section 4.1. Furthermore, the
proposed construction algorithms make no provisions for repeated knots or knot sets containing
affine dependencies, and as a result the polynomial reproduction property cannot be guaranteed
on the whole domain convpAq, with little control over the regularity of the basis. Numerical
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perturbations may be used in the two-dimensional case to obviate this problem [27], but they
complicate proofs and constructions needlessly, especially so in higher dimensions. For this
reason, we wish to provide in this work a firmer combinatorial grounding to spline bases.
2.2.2 Evaluation scheme
Suppose that we are given a set Bp of subsets X Ă A such that the collection of splines
Mp ¨ | XqXPBp reproduces all the polynomials of order p. In practical applications, such as
function approximation or numerical quadratures, one often has to evaluate expressions of the
form ÿ
XPBp
αXMpx | Xq (2.4)
for an arbitrary set of coefficients αX P R|Bp| and a given point x P Rd. The naive evaluation of
all splines in (2.4) via (2.2b) bears a high computational cost, proportional to |Bp|pd` 1qp. For
the case d “ 1, efficient and stable numerical evaluation methods have been available for quite
some time. Perhaps the one that has enjoyed the most widespread use is the classic pyramidal
evaluation scheme presented in [7, Chapter X, Algorithm 8], also known via the Fortran routine
BSPLVP, which relies on the property of one-dimensional B-spline bases that all the splines of
order p can be computed knowing the value of all splines of order p´1 through a single application
of (2.1b). Moreover, the evaluation graph is independent of the position of the test point x and
has a very simple structure.
A problem arises however if we try to implement a similar optimized evaluation scheme in
dimension d ą 1. In fact, starting from a spline Mpx | Xq of order p, the recurrence formula
(2.2b) requires the calculation of a combination of splines based exactly on the subsets Xztau for
all a in a suitable subset Y P X, detpY q ‰ 0. The use of (generalized) Delaunay configurations
provides such a subset Y for the first application of (2.2b), namely, the set XB of boundary points
that define the circumscribing (pseudo)sphere. In general, however, some of the sets Xztau do
not correspond to configurations of order p ´ 1, i.e., not all spline functions appearing on the
right hand side of (2.2b) are found in the basis. In other words, the knowledge of all the basis
spline functions of an order p ´ 1 is not sufficient to compute the value of the basis splines of
order p at a given point x using (2.2b).
This problem has plagued the efficient evaluation of simplex splines since their inception, and
it was diagnosed quite early [28]. One is left with no choice but to introduce some additional
auxiliary spline functions, completing the evaluation graph. However, the number of ways in
which this can be accomplished grows with the order p of the basis, since each auxiliary config-
uration X 1 of order p can in turn require the introduction of some additional functions of order
p ´ 1 for its evaluation. In the absence of any natural guidance, some approaches try to find,
for each spline configuration X, a suitable subset Y Ă X (split set) on which to apply (2.2b) in
order to minimize the total amount of auxiliary functions that are added. However, such rules
have only been found for special configurations such as triangulation-based splines [43], and they
become harder to define for more general cases, higher orders p and in higher dimensions. The
task is made even more complex in the presence of points which are repeated or not affinely
independent, in which case the restriction detpY q ‰ 0 must be taken into account. No general
enough strategy is known today.
We show in Section 5.2 and 5.3 that, if we consider a special subset of bases, there are natural
Inria
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and general enough ways to define sets of auxiliary functions and a corresponding evaluation
graph, using the combinatorial correspondence that we explore in this work.
2.3 Vector configurations and oriented matroids
We give here a bare-bone introduction to the properties of oriented matroids for the purpose of
this work. For a complete introduction to the subject, we refer the reader to e.g. [29].
Let A “ ta1, . . . , anu be a multiset of points ai P Rd, not necessarily affinely independent
or even distinct1. For each point ai, define its projective lift as vi :“ pai, 1q P Rd`1, and let
V :“ tv1, . . . , vnu be the vector configuration corresponding to A. Since vectors in V are just a
projective representation of points in A, with a slight abuse of notation we will talk indifferently
about points in A or points in V .
Consider a vector y P Rd`1, and define the sign vector Σpyq P t´, 0,`u|V | as
Σpyq :“ tpsignpxy, v1yq , . . . , psignpxy, vnyqqu (2.5)
We use uppercase letters such as X, Y , etc. to denote sign vectors, e.g., X :“ Σpyq, and we
denote by Xv :“ Σpxy, vyq the sign that X (equivalently, y) takes on v P V . Notice that different
vectors y can give rise to the same sign vector. As y varies over all possible vectors in Rd`1 (i.e.,
over all partitions by hyperplanes of A), we collect all the sign vectors Σpyq into a set MpV q,
MpV q :“ tΣpyq : y P Rd`1u. (2.6)
Clearly, MpV q does not in general contain all possible sign vectors of length |V |. The all-
zero sign vector 0 :“ Σp0q “ t0, . . . , 0u belongs to MpV q, and if X :“ Σpyq P MpV q, then
´X “ ´Σpyq “ Σp´yq PMpV q. Furthermore, let X :“ Σpy1q and Y :“ Σpy2q, and consider the
vector functional z :“ y1 ` εy2. For sufficiently small values of ε, the sign vector X ˝ Y :“ Σpzq
has components
pX ˝ Y qv “ Xv if Xv ‰ 0, pX ˝ Y qv “ Yv otherwise.
The sign vector X ˝ Y is the composition of X and Y , and clearly X ˝ Y PMpV q whenever X,
Y PMpV q.
Define the separation set of two sign vectors X and Y as
SpX,Y q :“ tv P V : Xv “ ´Yv ‰ 0u.
Two sign vectors such that SpX,Y q “ ∅ are said to be compatible, and they agree on all
components on which they are both nonzero. In this case, signpxz, vyq is independent of ε ą 0, and
thereforeX ˝ Y “ Y ˝X. We say in this case that the composition is conformal. If the separation
set is nonempty, i.e., if there are vectors y1, y2, and v with signpxy1, vyq ¨ signpxy2, vyq ă 0, then
clearly there is a linear combination z of y1 and y2 with positive coefficients such that xz, vy “ 0.
In other words, if v P SpX,Y q then there is a Z PMpV q with Zv “ 0 but Zw “ pX ˝ Y qw for all
w R SpX,Y q.
We have proven that MpV q satisfies the following list of properties:
Proposition 2.1 (Covector axioms). Let M :“MpV q. Then the following are true:
1We implicitly require that the points in A do not all lie on a proper affine subset of Rd, i.e., that affpAq “ Rd.
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(P1) 0 PM (neutral element);
(P2) X PMñ ´X PM (symmetry);
(P3) X,Y PMñ X ˝ Y PM (closure under composition);
(P4) for every X,Y PM and every v P SpX,Y q, there is an element Z PM such that Zv “ 0
and Zw “ pX ˝ Y qw for all w R SpX,Y q (elimination).
Abstractly, any set of sign vectors satisfying properties (P1)–(P4) is called the set of covectors2
of an oriented matroid on the ground set V , see e.g. [29] or [30, Chapter 6]. If all the sign
vectors can all be obtained via linear functionals on a set of vectors (equivalently, hyperplane
configurations on a set of points) as in (2.5) and (2.6), then the oriented matroid is said to be
realizable.
For a covector X, we distinguish three important subsets X´, X0 and X`, defined as
Xσ :“ tv P V : Xv “ σu, σ P t´, 0,`u,
so that, for any covector X, we have V “ X´ \X0 \X`. If X and Y are two compatible
covectors, i.e., SpX,Y q “ ∅, then they agree on all nonzero components, and it is possible to
define a partial ordering between them according to
X ă Y if SpX,Y q “ ∅ and X0 Ą Y 0. (2.7)
A nonzero covector X having a maximal number of zeros according to (2.7), i.e., such that
Y ă X ñ Y “ 0, is called a cocircuit. The set of cocircuits is denoted by C˚. By Definition
(2.5), cocircuits of MpV q correspond to hyperplanes passing through the maximal number of
points in A, i.e., maximal linear dependencies in V .
The covectors obtained from a cocircuit by adding the minimal amount of nonzero components
are called colines. In other words, L is a coline if 0 ă X ă L implies that X is a cocircuit. For
general oriented matroids, by a remarkable theorem of Folkman and Lawrence [31, 32], cocircuits
and colines have a natural graph structure that we can encode via the following definition.
Definition 2.2. The cocircuit graph G of M is a graph whose vertices are the cocircuits of M,
and where two vertices X and Y are connected by an edge if and only if their composition is
conformal and is a coline.
We will use the cocircuit graph in the derivation of a recurrence relation for the evaluation
of multivariate spline bases. The task will be made easier by the fact that G has no isolated
vertices and it is simple, two facts that we state here precisely and for which we provide, for
completeness, a proof in Appendix A.1.
Lemma 2.3. Any coline L can be expressed as the conformal composition L “ X ˝ Y , SpX,Y q “
∅ of two cocircuits X,Y P C˚ in a unique way.
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a cocircuit. Then there exists another cocircuit Y with SpX,Y q “ ∅
such that L “ X ˝ Y is a coline.
2Many alternative sets of axioms exist for oriented matroids. We adopt here the covector axioms, and identify
for ease of presentation the set of covectors with the oriented matroid itself.
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We will use the cocircuit graph later in order to relate spline configurations. Specifically,
we will associate a multivariate simplex spline to some subset of the cocircuits of an oriented
matroid, and then we will use a suitable orientation of the cocircuit graph to find all the spline
functions supported on a given point.
2.4 Single-element liftings and zonotopal tilings
Starting from the oriented matroid MpV q defined in the previous section, we can define another
oriented matroid {MpV q as follows. Add to V an extra element γ R V , the “point at infinity”,
and construct an oriented matroid over V \ tγu satisfying properties (P1)–(P4). Denote all the
obtained covectors pX :“ pX,σq, where X are the signs over the original vectors in V , and σ is
the additional sign corresponding to γ. If
MpV q “ tX : pX, 0q P {MpV qu,
i.e., MpV q is embedded in {MpV q as the set of covectors with the last sign equal to zero, then{MpV q is called a single-element lifting of MpV q. Notice that {MpV q is not required to be real-
izable. For the detailed construction method of single-element liftings, see e.g. [29, Chapter 7].
Obviously, if X is a cocircuit of MpV q, then pX, 0q is a cocircuit of {MpV q. The lifting is how-
ever completely determined by the cocircuits of the form pX :“ pX,`q, which are called positive
cocircuits of {MpV q. We denote the set of positive cocircuits by C˚` , and the restriction of the
cocircuit graph G to positive cocircuits by G`.
Even if on the surface they appear more abstract, single-element liftings {MpV q have a very
important and simple representation. Starting from the vector configuration V , consider the
geometrical region ZpV q Ă Rd`1 defined as
ZpV q :“ t
ÿ
vPV
αvv : 0 ď αv ď 1u,
which we can rewrite more succinctly using the Minkowski sum notation as
ZpV q :“
ÿ
vPV
r0, vs.
As a sum of segments, ZpV q is a convex polytope known as a zonotope. An example is shown
in Figure 1. We can also associate, to each positive cocircuit pX :“ pX,`q of {MpV q, another
zonotope
ZX “
ÿ
uPX`
u`
ÿ
vPX0
r0, vs. (2.8)
It is a very remarkable fact that the zonotopes tZX : pX P C˚u fit together without overlapping,
and completely cover ZpV q (see Figure 1). In other words, the regions ZX are the tiles of a
zonotopal tiling P of ZpV q, and we have the following fundamental result [33–35]:
Theorem 2.5 (Bohne-Dress). Single-element liftings {MpV q of the oriented matroid MpV q are
in bijection with zonotopal tilings of ZpV q.
This bijection allows a very intuitive visualization of the positive cocircuit graph G`, which
we show in Figure 1: cocircuits corresponds to tiles of P, and the colines joining them correspond
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to the faces between neighboring tiles.
ZpV q
0
a1 a2, a3 a4 a5 a6
v1
v2 v3
v4
v5
v6
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
R
00´´´´
´0´´´0
0`´0´´ ´`´0´0 ´´´00`
``00´´
0`0`´´
´`0`´0
´`´00`
´0´0``
0```´0 ´`0`0`
````00
0```0`
Figure 1: Left: a multiset of points a1, . . . , a6 in R, with a2 “ a3, their projective lifts v1, . . . , v6
and the zonotope ZpV q. Right: a fine tiling of ZpV q, the positive cocircuits associated to each
tile, and the positive cocircuit graph G`. For each cocircuit pX :“ pX,`q, we only show the sign
vector X for brevity.
Among all possible single-element liftings {MpV q, or equivalently, zonotopal tilings P of ZpV q,
we will specifically focus on those for whichˇˇ
X0
ˇˇ “ d` 1 for all pX,`q P C˚.
Following [36, 37] we say that the lifting is simplicial. Importantly, notice that no such restriction
is imposed on the cocircuits of the form pR, 0q, so that the underlying point multiset is allowed
to be as general as possible. This property translates to the equivalent statement for the tiling
P that each tile ZX is spanned by exactly d` 1 affinely independent segments. In this case, the
tiling is called fine. The following theorem ensures the existence of such a lifting.
Theorem 2.6 (Shephard, [38]). Every zonotope ZpV q admits a fine zonotopal tiling, and all fine
tilings of ZpV q have the same number of tiles, namely one full-dimensional tile for each linearly
independent d-dimensional subset of V .
Simplicial liftings satisfy two properties that will be very useful in the next section, and that
we state hereafter, deferring the proof to Appendix A.2. First, no matter the degeneracy of the
point multiset A, any positive cocircuit pX always has a zero set X0 that spans a non-degenerate
simplex, in accordance with the fact that the corresponding tile ZX via (2.8) is full-dimensional.
Lemma 2.7. Let {MpV q be a single-element lifting of an oriented matroid built on a point
configuration matroid with rank d` 1. Then, for every cocircuit pX,`q, such that ˇˇX0 ˇˇ “ d` 1,
detpX0q :“ detpviqviPX0 ‰ 0.
This lemma will prove extremely valuable in the following section, when we will associate
spline functions to positive cocircuits, as it always provides a non-degenerate subset Y for the
application of the recurrence formula (2.2).
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Second, the neighbors in G` of a simplicial cocircuit (Lemma 2.4) can easily be found, as they
correspond to the neighbors of the tile ZX . After denoting by Xv,σ the sign vector obtained by
setting the component Xv equal to σ, we have the following characterization.
Lemma 2.8. Let {MpV q be a simplicial single-element lifting point configuration oriented ma-
troid. Then, for each u P X0, the sign vector pL,`q :“ pXu,σ,`q is a coline of {MpV q for
σ P t´,`u, and all colines can be obtained in this way. In particular, all colines of the form
pL,`q have ˇˇL0 ˇˇ “ d.
This property shows that, starting from a cocircuit pX, all its neighboring cocircuits in G can
be found by simply moving one of the vectors from X0 to X´ or to X`, providing a simple way
to navigate G`. These properties become much more intuitive via the connection to zonotopal
tilings, see Figure 1.
Finally, one can remove a point a from A and consider the corresponding zonotope ZpV ztvuq,
where v “ pa, 1q. Then, any (fine) tiling P of ZpV q induces a (fine) tiling Pv of ZpV ztvuq, or
indeed of any zonotope built on a subset of V , as follows.
Lemma 2.9. Let P be a zonotopal tiling of ZpV q. Then
Pv :“
 
ZX P P : v P X´
(\  ZY : Y “ Xv,´ , v P X`, ZX P P( (2.9)
is a zonotopal tiling of ZpV ztvuq. Similarly, for any Q “ tv1, . . . , vpu Ă V ,
PQ :“
 
ZY : Y “ XQ,´, X0 XQ “ ∅, ZX P P
(
, (2.10)
is a zonotopal tiling of ZpV ztv1, . . . , vpuq.
Proof. For (2.9), see e.g. Proposition 4.3 of [39]; (2.10) follows from (2.9) by repeated application.
This induced tiling can be used effectively to study how a zonotopal tiling (and the associated
spline basis, as we will see shortly) depends on a given point or set of points, and thus it can be
used to find an iterative construction process. We will show in Section 4.2 how this relates to
the spline basis construction algorithm proposed by Liu and Snoeyink [9–11].
3 Main contributions
Neamtu showed [13] that, given an infinite set of points A in Rd and under some technical con-
ditions, the higher-order Delaunay configurations of A can be put in one-to-one correspondence
with spline functions, such that the splines associated to all order-p configurations contain in
their linear span all the polynomials up to degree p on Rd. This result can be restricted to
finite sets of points by limiting the domain on which polynomials are reproduced. However,
Delaunay configurations are ill-defined when there are subsets of d ` 1 points that are affinely
dependent, and it is not immedately clear how to extend their definition to multisets with re-
peated points, thus constraining the practical applications of the construction. Even though this
problem can be sometimes mitigated in the case d “ 2 [27], no general proof or characterization
of the polynomial-reproducing property of these spline bases is known, especially when repeated
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or affinely dependent points are placed in the interior of the domain, for example in order to
reduce the regularity of the basis or create localized disconnections.
In the first part of this work (Section 4), we provide a generalization of Neamtu’s result.
Specifically, we show in Theorem 4.7 of Section 4.1, that the set of positive cocircuits of any sim-
plicial single-element lifting, built on any finite multiset of points A via the standard techniques
outlined in Section 2, yields polynomial-reproducing spline bases for all 0 ă p ă |A|´d´ 1. The
generalization is twofold: the set of points is allowed to contain affinely dependent subsets and
repeated points, and many different bases can be constructed on the same multiset of points.
One immediate consequence is that, if points on the convex hull convpAq are repeated p ` 1
times in the multiset A, then the polynomial reproduction property at degree p is valid in the
whole domain convpAq (Proposition 4.8), analogously to the behavior of clamped knot vectors
in one-dimensional spline theory. This is an important feature in view of practical applications,
as it allows to define boundary conditions.
In Section 4.2, we show that, even with all their generality, these spline bases admit for any
space dimension d an iterative construction process similar to that studied in the bivariate case
by Liu, Snoeyink and Schmitt [9–11]. In particular, we obtain a generalization of their approach
in Proposition 4.14, although this does not immediately yield a practical algorithm for all possible
bases associated to simplicial single-element liftings.
In the second part of this work (Section 5), we focus on a subset of spline bases, namely those
derived from weighted Delaunay triangulations. We show that, thanks to a crucial realizability
property (Theorem 5.2), these bases are much more amenable to direct numerical manipulation.
Specifically, we show in Section 5.1 that, in this case, Proposition 4.14 does in fact yield a very
practical construction algorithm. In two dimensions, this algorithm corresponds to Liu and
Snoeyink’s construction [9, 10] restricted to only use the same weighted Delaunay triangulation
at each step. By slightly generalizing some of their definitions, we are therefore able to prove
that the same approach is guaranteed to converge and produce spline bases for all point multisets
and for all space dimensions (Algorithm 1).
Section 5.2 and Section 5.3, are devoted to two important computational aspects of unstruc-
tured multivariate spline bases. The first challenge can be expressed via the following question:
given a point x P Rd, how do we efficiently determine which spline functions in a basis are sup-
ported on x? With the standard spline basis in one dimension, this problem is trivial, as the
span on which a spline function is nonzero is simply a sequence of adjacent knot intervals. The
problem then reduces to simply determining the knot interval in which x falls, and this efficiency
carries over to higher dimensions via the standard tensor-product technique. However, for un-
structured multivariate splines in two or more dimensions, the problem complicates significantly,
as there is no equivalent set of knot intervals shared by all spline functions in a basis (see e.g.
[40]). Without an efficient algorithm, we are left with the naive approach, consisting of checking
for every spline funtion whether x falls in the convex hull of its defining points. This entails a
computational complexity proportional to the total number of splines in the basis, which is not
practical in many applications. Fortunately, as we are able to show in Section 5.2, an algorithm
whose complexity is only proportional to the number of supported function can be devised for
weighted Delaunay spline bases (Algorithm 2). This algorithm relies on the cocircuit graph pre-
sented in the previous section, and has the characteristic that the shape of the evaluation path
depends significantly on the value of x.
The second important challenge, which we tackle in Section 5.3, is related to the previous one,
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and consists in determining the value of all spline functions of the basis on a given point x P Rd.
The availability of such an algorithm is crucial for applications in approximation theory and
numerical quadratures, where many such evaluations have to take place. Again, for the standard
one-dimensional spline basis, the problem is completely solved by the well-known algorithm
BSPLVP of [7, Chapter X, Algorithm 8], which allows to evaluates all basis splines of order p on
a point x starting from the knowledge of the values of basis splines of order p ´ 1. The same
approach is doomed to fail in dimension greater than one, as splines of order p´1 are insufficient
to determine, through the recurrence formula (2.2b), the value of all basis splines of order p [28].
Some authors use appropriate linear combinations of basis splines (see e.g. [10, Chapter 8] and
[27]), which allows to shift the problem from the order p to the order p´ 1, but this trick cannot
be repeated more than once, and thus fully solves the problem only for p ď 1. In the context
of splines based on triangular meshes (also called DMS splines [21]), some authors ([41–43], see
also [40, 44] for some practical applications) employ heuristic rules and hash maps to determine
and store a set of additional, auxiliary spline functions that allow to complete the evaluation
graph for all splines of interest. However, these approaches only work in the specific context
of DMS splines, and we are not aware of any equivalent scheme available for splines based on
more general point sets and Delaunay configuration. Moreover, without any grounding on a solid
underlying structure, this kind of approach can lead to the introduction of an excessive amount
of auxiliary functions, defeating the purpose of efficient spline evaluation. We are able to show in
Section 5.3 that, in the case of weighted Delaunay bases, a sufficient set of auxiliary functions can
naturally be determined once and for all without resorting to heuristic rules, and the resulting
evaluation graph can be pre-computed and stored for maximum evaluation efficiency. The same
x-dependent path used for the determination of spline functions supported on x can then be used
also for the evaluation of all basis splines at the same point (Algorithm 4).
We believe that these results can be useful in mitigating some of the computational issues of
unstructured multivariate splines, thus helping to unlock their potential for many applications
in approximation and analysis.
4 Simplex spline bases
In approximation theory and numerical simulations, bases of functions that contain in their span
all the poynomials up to a given degree are said to be polynomial-reproducing. Since polynomials
are dense in continuous functions, this property allows to guarantee, under some conditions, many
desirable properties of the basis. One very important example is the degree of convergence of the
approximation, which, for bases that reproduce polynomials of degree p, is often proportional
to hp, where h is some typical characteristic size of the basis, e.g., the average spacing of the
points in A. By proving this property for Delaunay configurations, Neamtu [13] showed that the
associated spline bases are interesting for approximation, and have maximal convergence for a
given degree. We introduce here briefly his results, before proposing a generalization.
First, let us recall the definition of the polar form of a polynomial (see e.g. [45]):
Definition 4.1. Let qpxq, x P Rd, be a d-variate polynomial of degree at most p. Then there
exists a unique function Qpx1, . . . , xpq of the d-dimensional variables tx1, . . . , xpu that is affine
in each argument, symmetric under any permutation of its arguments, and agrees with q on the
diagonal, i.e., Qpx, . . . , xq “ qpxq. Q is called the polar form of q.
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Let now A be an infinite set of points in Rd in general position (i.e., where any subset of d`1
point is affinely independent), and make the technical assumption that A has no accumulation
points. Define a Delaunay configuration X of order p as any pair of subsets of A, X :“ pXB , XIq
with |XB | “ d`1 and |XI | “ p such that the sphere circumscribed to XB contains the points XI
in its interior, and no other point of A. To each such configuration, associate the pd` 1q-variate
spline function of order p
Mpx | Xq :“Mpx | XB YXIq.
Then Neamtu’s spline basis property can be stated as follows:
Theorem 4.2 (Neamtu). For all x P R and any polynomial qpxq with associated polar form Q,
qpxq “ pp` 1q!
p!
ÿ
XPDp
QpXIqdetpXBqMpx | Xq, x P Rd
where the sum is extended to the set Dp of all order-p Delaunay configurations of A.
This is a very important result, as it gives a sufficient condition to select subsets of A whose
associated splines contain all polynomials up to a certain degree in their span. Moreover, Theorem
4.2 implies that the reproduction is tight, i.e., polynomials of a given degree p only require splines
of degree p. However, Neamtu’s result suffers from some strong assumptions on A, notably the
infiniteness of the set and the affine independence of all subsets of A of size d` 1.
In Section 4.1 we provide an extension of Neamtu’s construction to a more general setting.
Specifically:
• We let A be any finite multiset of points, without any restriction, including affinely de-
pendent and/or repeated points (Theorem 4.7). This inclusion is essential for practical
applications, as it allows to locally reduce the regularity of the spline basis as well as to
produce basis functions that are nonzero on the boundary of convpAq, allowing for the
imposition of boundary conditions (Corollary 4.8). The corresponding behavior of one-
dimensional spline bases is well known, but its use in the multivariate setting has been
generally plagued with complicated degenerate geometric configurations that need to be
treated separately and carefully;
• Since A is finite, the basis does not in general reproduce polynomials in the whole domain
convpAq. We give via (4.4) a precise characterization of the zone of polynomial reproduction
that is valid for any general multiset A;
• We show that any simplicial single-element lifting {MpV q built on A gives rise to a spline
basis for all orders 0 ă p ă |A| ´ d´ 1 (Theorem 4.7). This extends Neamtu’s result to a
much larger family of structures, since liftings do not need to be based on Delaunay tri-
angulations, nor even be realizable. Correspondingly, many more polynomial-reproducing
spline bases can be envisaged, even in the one-dimensional case, as shown for example in
Figure 2.
This extension, which is the main result of Section 4.1, can be summarized as follows. Let A be
any finite multiset of points in Rd, and let {MpV q be any simplicial single-element lifting of the
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point configuration matroid, as defined in the previous section. We associate to each positive
cocircuit pX :“ pX,`q P C˚ the pd` 1q-variate spline of order p “ |X`|, defined as
Mp ¨ | Xq :“Mp ¨ | X0 \X`q. (4.1)
Notice that different cocircuits can produce the same spline function, albeit with possibly different
normalization factors. Then, Neamtu’s result can be generalized through the following theorem,
whose proof is given in Section 4.1.
Theorem 4.7. Denote by C˚ the set of cocircuits of {MpV q, and let Cp˚ :“ tX : pX,`q P
C˚, |X`| “ pu. Then, for any polynomial qpxq,
qpxq “ pp` dq!
p!
ÿ
pX,`qPCp˚
QpX`qdetpX0qMpx | Xq, x P convppAq,
where Mp ¨ | Xq is the spline function defined via (4.1), Q is the polar form of qpxq and
convppAq “
č
BĎA
|B|“n´p
convpBq (4.4)
is the intersection of the convex hulls of all subsets of A of size n´ p taken with repetitions.
By exploiting the possibility of adding repetitions in A, we obtain the following important
corollary.
Corollary 4.8. Assume that each vertex of convpAq is repeated at least p` 1 times in A. Then
the splines Mp ¨ | Xq for X P Cp˚ reproduce polynomials up to order p on the whole convpAq.
This fact is a multivariate generalization of the behavior of clamped (also called open) knot
vectors in one dimension.
Algorithms for the construction of Delaunay configurations (or, rather, their dual higher-order
Voronoi diagrams) have been known for some time [46]. By reinterpreting these methods in the
context of spline bases, Liu and Snoeyink [9–11] have proposed an algorithm for the construction
of two-dimensional spline bases. Starting from a triangulation of the point set A, their algorithm
works by selecting for every vertex a the region corresponding to the union of all faces incident
on a (the vertex link of a, see e.g. [47]) and triangulating it. Each newly produced triangle,
with vertices b, c and d, is associated to a configuration (and therefore a spline function) with
XI “ tau and XB “ tb, c, du. The process then continues by triangulating the higher-order
vertex links composed of all faces adjacent to the couples of vertices ta, bu, ta, cu and ta, du, and
iterating. At each iteration p, the spline basis of order p is produced. The correct way of defining
the link region near the boundary of convpAq has been made precise by Schmitt [11], who also
proved the correctness of the algorithm in two dimensions for all orders p.
Liu and Snoeyink’s algorithm does not restrict the kind of triangulation performed at each
step, thus providing a generalization of Neamtu’s Delaunay configurations. However, for d ą
2, no version of the algorithm is available. In particular, there is no known condition under
which the link regions are all guaranteed to be triangulable, allowing the algorithm to converge.
Moreover, the case of affinely dependent and/or repeated points is usually treated with symbolic
perturbation, which creates ambiguous configurations and does not allow to extend the proofs of
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convergence easily. This problem becomes even harder to treat as the number of space dimensions
grows.
We provide a condition on the triangulation process that guarantees the convergence of the
algorithm in all space dimensions in Section 5.1. As a prerequisite to that result, we show
in Section 4.2 hereafter how the Bohne-Dress theorem can be used to reinterpret the spline
bases built on top of simplicial single-element lifting in terms which are very similar to Liu and
Snoeyink’s algorithm. More specifically, given any positive cocircuit pX :“ pX,`q, we provide
a natural definition of the link region RpX`q associated to its positive subset X` (Definition
4.10), which generalizes naturally the notion of vertex link. Given this definition, the main result
of the section is as follows:
Proposition 4.14. There exists a choice of triangulations TQ, one for every link region RpQq
associated to each positive cocircuit pX :“ pX,`q, Q :“ X`, such that {MpV q (and its associated
spline basis) can be constructed as follows:
(i) Let X`0 “ t∅u;
(ii) For every 0 ď p ď n´ d´ 1 and for every Q P Xp` , let RpQq be the link region (4.10), and
let TQ be its triangulation. Let the union of all the cocircuits
Cp˚ pQq :“ tpX,`q : X` “ Q, X0 “ T u
for all Q P Xp` and every simplex T in TQ with vertices T “ ta1, . . . , ad`1u be the set of
positive cocircuits of order p of {MpV q;
(iii) Let
X`p`1 “ tX` \ tuu : pX,`q P Cp˚ , u P X0, RpX` \ tuuq ‰ ∅u (4.13)
be the set of all the possible subsets X` of positive cocircuits of order p` 1;
(iv) Repeat steps (ii) and (iii) until Xp` “ ∅.
This proposition, whose proof is given in Section 4.2, states essentially that any simplicial
single-element lifting {MpV q can be obtained via a version of Liu and Snoeyink’s algorithm,
provided that we know in advance which triangulation needs to be applied to each subset X`.
In other words, it proves that their algorithm is a rather universal way of constructing spline
bases.
However, Proposition 4.14 stops short of providing a fully-formed construction algorithm, as
it does not guarantee that any choice of triangulation leads to a valid construction, only that
such a choice exists. The construction algorithm is delayed until Section 5.1, where we focus
again on the subset of liftings associated to (weighted) Delaunay triangulations, and prove in
this special case the triangulability of the link regions and the convergence and correctness of
the algorithm for all orders, number of space dimensions and multiset of points A.
4.1 Proof of polynomial reproduction
Neamtu gives a proof of the polynomial reproduction property of spline bases associated to
Delaunay configurations in Theorem 4.1 of [13]. In his proof, a structural property regarding
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neighbouring pairs of Delaunay configurations, the edge matching property proved in Proposition
2.1 of the cited paper, plays a pivotal role.
Proposition 4.3 (Edge matching). Define Delaunay configurations of order p as all pair of
subsets of A, X :“ pXB , XIq with |XB | “ d` 1 and |XI | “ p such that the sphere circumscribed
to XB only contains the points XI in its interior. Similarly, define Delaunay faces of order p as
the pairs F :“ pFB , FIq with |FB | “ d and |FI | “ p such that there exists a sphere circumscribed
to FB containing only FI in its interior. Then for every Delaunay face F of order p there exist
two Delaunay configurations X, Y such that FB “ XB X YB. Furthermore, X and Y have both
order p, both order p ´ 1, or orders p and p ´ 1 respectively. The two points u P XBzYB and
v P YBzXB are separated by the plane affpFBq if and only if X and Y have the same order.
A consequence of this property is that faces between Delaunay configurations of order p appear
in pairs when summing over all such configurations, and the mutual position of the removed points
v, v1 leads to cancellations in the sum. This is the fundamental trick that underpins the proof of
the polynomial reproduction property in Neamtu’s paper. Both the algorithmic generalization
proposed by Liu and and Snoeyink [10] and the geometric description of Schmitt in terms of
families of convex Jordan curves [11] are shown to preserve this structural property, and they
rely on it for their polynomial reproduction property.
We prove here that Proposition 4.3 is analogous to a more general, similar property of simpli-
cial single-element liftings. This implies that a spline basis can be built, more generally, on any
such lifting. In the following, for ease of notation, A will always denote a multiset of n points in
Rd, possibly with repetitions, V its projective lift, MpV q the oriented matroid of V and {MpV q
a simplicial single-element lifting of MpV q, as defined in Section 2.
Proposition 4.4. Let pL “ pL,`q P {MpV q be a coline with |L`| “ p. Then pL can be uniquely
expressed as the conformal composition of two cocircuits pX and pY in exactly one of the following
ways:
(i) pX “ pX,`q and pY “ pY,`q with either |X`| “ |Y `| “ p, |X`| “ |Y `| “ p ´ 1 or
|X`| “ p, |Y `| “ p ´ 1. In this case the two points u P X0zY 0 and v P Y 0zX0 are
separated by the hyperplane H “ affpL0q if and only if |X`| “ |Y `|;
(ii) pX “ pX,`q and pY “ pY, 0q, with |X`| “ p or p´ 1, and there exists a single point u P X0
such that, for a suitable orientation of the hyperplane H “ affpL0q, points in X` are on
the positive closed halfspace of H, points in X´ are on the negative closed halfspace of H,
and u is on the open halfspace of H of sign Lu ‰ 0.
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, pL can be obtained uniquely as pL “ pX ˝ pY for two cocircuits pX andpY of {MpV q with Sp pX, pY q “ ∅. Since the last component of pL is `, then the last components ofpX and pY are either both `, or ` and 0. Without loss of generality, choose pX “ pX,`q. Since
detpX0q ‰ 0 ‰ detpY 0q (Lemma 2.7), the d points in L0 “ X0 X Y 0 are affinely independent,
and thus define a hyperplane H “ affpL0q.
Consider first the case pY “ pY,`q. Since ˇˇY 0 ˇˇ “ d ` 1, there must be exactly two vectors
u, v such that Xu “ 0 ‰ Yu and Yv “ 0 ‰ Xv, with X and Y agreeing on all the other vectors.
Consider the two covectors
P :“ pX,`q ˝ p´Y,´q, Q :“ p´Y,´q ˝ pX,`q. (4.2)
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Clearly, P 0 “ Q0 “ pP ˝Qq0 “ X0XY 0, Pu “ Qu “ pP ˝Qqu “ Xu and Pv “ Qv “ pP ˝Qqv “
´Yv. Furthermore, if γ is the extra element associated to the last coordinate in the lifting, then
Pγ “ ` and Qγ “ ´, and therefore γ P SpP,Qq. By property (P4), there exists another covectorpR :“ pR, 0q P {MpV q such that Ru “ ´Yu, Rv “ Xv and X0 X Y 0 Ď R0. By (2.5) this means
that there is a nonzero vector y P Rd`1 such that
sign pxy, uyq “ ´Yu, sign pxy, vyq “ Xv, xy, wy “ 0 @w P X0 X Y 0. (4.3)
Therefore, the hyperplane H defined on A by the equation xy, px, 1qy “ 0 corresponds exactly to
affpL0q, and (4.3) implies that u and v are separated by H if Xv “ Yu, and on the same side
of H if Xu “ ´Yv. Counting the number of positive vectors in X and Y in the four possible
sign combinations of pXu, Yvq, we see that p´,´q corresponds to |X`| “ |Y `| “ |L`| “ p,
p`,`q corresponds to |X`| “ |Y `| “ |L`| ´ 1 “ p ´ 1, and p`,´q (resp. p´,`q) corresponds
to |X`| “ p and |Y `| “ p ´ 1 (resp. |X`| “ p ´ 1 and |Y `| “ p). Consequently, u and v are
separated by H if and only if |X`| “ |Y `| “ p or p´1. Notice that only the combination p´,´q
is possible if p “ 0.
We focus now on the case pY “ pY, 0q. By the argument of Lemma 2.8, there is a vector
u P X0zY 0 such that L0 “ X0ztuu Ď Y 0. Thus, pY, 0q is the covector associated to (a suitable
orientation of) the hyperplane H “ affpX0ztuuq. Then, since SpX,Y q “ ∅, Yv P t0,`u for
v P X`, Yw P t0,´u for w P X´ and Yu “ Lu ‰ 0. In other words, points in X` cannot be on
the negative side of H, points in X´ cannot be on its positive side, and u is on the side of sign
Lu. Finally, |X`| “ |L`| “ p if Lu “ ´, and |X`| “ |L`| ´ 1 “ p´ 1 if Lu “ `.
Remark 4.5. This proof shares some techniques with some existing proofs of the Bohne-Dress
theorem, even though the focus is somewhat different. In particular, the use of the auxiliary sign
vectors P and Q (4.2) is borrowed from the proof of Lemma 2.3 in [35].
There are two major differences between the behavior of positive colines pL P {MpV q (Propo-
sition 4.4) and faces in Delaunay configurations (Proposition 4.3):
• The underlying point set A is finite, and therefore there is one more possibility compared to
the case of Delaunay configurations, namely that a coline is shared by a positive cocircuit
pX,`q and a hyperplane pY, 0q. We will see shortly that this fact allows to determine the
region of polynomial reproduction;
• Points in A are not in general position, and can even be repeated multiple times. However,
Lemma 2.7 guarantees that each cocircuit of the form pX,`q has a non-degenerate subset
X0 even in this case.
Armed with this result, we are ready to prove Theorem 4.7 and establish the polynomial
reproduction property for splines derived from cocircuits. We follow very closely the proof of
Theorem 4.1 of [13]. Even though the proofs are similar, we give here the full derivation in order
to point out the different treatment of boundary configurations and affinely dependent sets of
points. We start by proving the case p “ 0 with the following proposition.
Proposition 4.6. Let C0˚ denote the set of of all cocircuts of {MpV q of the form pX,`q with
X` “ ∅. Then the set of simplices S0 “ tsX :“ convpX0q : pX,`q P C0˚ u triangulates convpAq.
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Proof. The proof can be derived from the equivalent statement for positive covectors, see [36,
48] or [29, Chapter 9]. We give here a short direct proof for convenience.
First, by Lemma 2.7, all the simplices in S0 are non-degenerate. Let now pX,`q and pY,`q
be two cocircuits. Then applying property (P4) to the pair pX,`q, p´Y,´q we obtain a covector
pR, 0q with R0 “ X0X Y 0, R` Ě X0zY 0 and R´ Ě Y 0zX0. Therefore, the simplices sX and sY
are separated by any hyperplane associated to pR, 0q, and consequently have disjoint interiors.
Finally, if we consider the cocircuit pXu,´,`q, derived from pX,`q by taking a point u P X0
and setting the value of Xu to ´, we obtain a coline pL,`q corresponding to a face of the simplex
sX . By Proposition 4.4, and since L` “ ∅, this face is either shared by another cocircuit
pY,`q P C0˚ , i.e., another simplex sY P S0, or it lies on a hyperplane that does not contain any
point of A on its positive side, and therefore belongs to the boundary of convpAq. This completes
the proof.
The indicator functions of simplices in S0 correspond exactly to the zeroth-order splines via
(2.2a). Proposition 4.6 then provides the root for the recurrence in the following proof.
Theorem 4.7. Denote by C˚ the set of cocircuits of {MpV q, and let Cp˚ :“ tX : pX,`q P
C˚, |X`| “ pu. Then, for any polynomial qpxq,
qpxq “ pp` dq!
p!
ÿ
pX,`qPCp˚
QpX`qdetpX0qMpx | Xq, x P convppAq,
where Mp ¨ | Xq is the spline function defined via (4.1), Q is the polar form of qpxq and
convppAq “
č
BĎA
|B|“n´p
convpBq (4.4)
is the intersection of the convex hulls of all subsets of A of size n´ p taken with repetitions.
Proof. Following closely the proof of Theorem 2 in [13], we simply have to prove the equationÿ
pX,`qPCp˚
QpX`qdetpX0qMpx | Xq “ p` d
p
ÿ
pY,`qPC˚p´1
QpY ` \ txuqdetpY 0qMpx | Y q. (4.5)
In fact, iterating (4.5) until p “ 0 yields
ÿ
pX,`qPCp˚
QpX`qdetpX0qMpx | Xq “
ˆ
p` d
p
˙ ÿ
pY,`qPC˚0
Qpx, . . . , xqdetpY 0qMpx | Y q,
which is simply equal to pp` dq!{p! qpxq thanks to (2.2a), the definition of polar form (Definition
4.1), and the fact that the simplices defined by splines in C0˚ triangulate convpAq (Proposition
4.6).
In order to prove (4.5), we first apply the spline recurrence formula (2.2b), to the right hand
side of (4.5), obtainingÿ
pX,`qPCp˚
QpX`qdetpX0qMpx | Xq “ p` d
p
ÿ
pX,`qPCp˚
QpX`q
ÿ
uPX0
detp X0xu qMpx | Xu,´q. (4.6)
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By Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.3, pXu,´,`q “ pL,`q is a coline that can be written uniquely as
pL,`q “ pX,`q ˝ pY for some cocircuit pY . We use Proposition 4.4 to enumerate the possibilities.
(i) If pY “ pY,`q, then either |Y `| “ p or |Y `| “ p ´ 1. These terms correspond to the
non-essential and essential faces of [13], and the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem
4.1 of the cited paper can be applied. Specifically, if |Y `| “ p, then Xu,´ “ Yv,´, with
X0 \X0ztuu “ Y 0 \ Y 0ztvu and X` “ Y ` “ L`. But, since u and v are on opposite
sides of affpL0q,
detp X0xu qQpX`qMpx | X0 \X0ztuuq “ ´detp Y 0xv qQpY `qMpx | Y 0 \ Y 0ztvuq
and the terms corresponding to X0 and Y 0 in (4.6) cancel each other. Only the terms
with |Y `| “ p ´ 1 remain, in which case Xu,´ “ Yv,`, and thus X` “ Y ` \ tvu and
X0 \X`ztuu “ Y 0 \ Y `. The corresponding term can then be rewritten as
p` d
p
QpY ` \ tvuqdetp Y 0xv qMpx | Y 0 \ Y `q. (4.7)
(ii) In the case pY “ pR, 0q, the terms do not cancel, but by Proposition 4.4, the (suitably
oriented) hyperplane H :“ affpL0q cannot have the points in X` “ L` on its negative
side, and it cannot have any other point of A on its positive side. Therefore, H separates
at most p points of A from the remaining n ´ p points. Furthermore, all the points in
X0 \X`ztuu either lie on H or on its positive side. This implies that, if x P convppAq,
then x lies outside convpX0 \X`ztuuq, and therefore
Mpx | Xu,´q “Mpx | X0 \X`ztuuq “ 0.
We apply a similar reasoning to the right hand side of (4.5). By Lemma 2.7 the d`1 points in
Y 0 are always affinely independent, and we can write x in barycentric coordinates with respect
to Y 0 as
x “
ÿ
vPY 0
detp Y 0xv q
detpY 0q , (4.8)
and since Q is multiaffine, using (4.8),ÿ
pY,`qPC˚p´1
QpY ` \ txuqdetpY 0qMpx | Y q “
ÿ
pY,`qPC˚p´1
Mpx | Y q
ÿ
vPY 0
QpY ` \ tvuqdetp Y 0xv q.
(4.9)
Similarly to the left hand side, by Proposition 2.8 we have that Yv,` “ pL,`q which can be
decomposed uniquely as pL,`q “ pY,`q ˝ pX, with either pX “ pX,`q or pX “ pR, 0q.
If x P convppAq, the terms for which pX “ pR, 0q are again zero. To see this, notice that,
once again, the hyperplane H :“ affpL0q admits an orientation that separates at most the p
points in Y ` \ tvu “ L` from the other n ´ p points, and since Xv “ Lv “ `, the points
in pY 0ztvuq \ pY ` \ tvuq “ Y 0 \ Y ` either lie on H or on the positive side of H. Thus, if
x P convppAq, we have once more
Mpx | Y q “Mpx | Y 0 \ Y `q “ 0.
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The remaining terms, for which pX “ pX,`q, again correspond to non-essential and essential
faces in [13], and the same reasoning can be applied. In particular, the terms for which |X`| “
p´1, i.e., Xu,` “ Yv,`, appear again in pairs in (4.9) and cancel because Y ` \ tvu “ X` \ tuu,
Y 0 \ Y ` “ X0 \X` and detp Y 0xv q “ ´detp X0xu q. The terms for which |X`| “ p, i.e., Yv,` “
Xu,´, do not cancel and are again equal to (4.7).
Finally, since the decomposition of colines is unique, there is exactly one term of the form
(4.7) for each couple of cocircuits of orders p and p´1 adjacent in G`, and therefore the left and
right hand sides of (4.5) are equal, completing the proof.
From this, Corollary 4.8 follows immediately after noticing that, if all the points on the convex
hull of A are repeated at least p` 1 times in A, then convppAq “ convpAq.
Corollary 4.8. Assume that each vertex of convpAq is repeated at least p` 1 times in A. Then
the splines Mp ¨ | Xq for X P Cp˚ reproduce polynomials up to order p on the whole convpAq.
4.2 Basis construction
We wish to prove that the set of positive cocircuits of {MpV q, and therefore the associated spline
bases as defined in Section 4.1, can all be obtained via an iterative triangulation process similar to
that proposed by Liu and Snoeyink [9–11] for generalized Delaunay configurations. By doing so,
we will be able to extend their construction to general point multisets and arbitrary dimensions.
In order to investigate this relationship, it is convenient to to reinterpret the spline basis
characterization of Section 4.1 in terms of zonotopal tilings, via the Bohne-Dress Theorem 2.5
presented in Section 2.4. Specifically, given a set of points A Ă Rd, any fine zonotopal tiling
P of the associated zonotope ZpV q yields a polynomial-reproducing basis of spline functions for
orders p “ 1, . . . , n ´ d ´ 1 in the sense of Theorem 4.7. In particular, any full-dimensional tile
ZX is associated to a spline function Mp ¨ | Xq via (2.8) and (4.1), and, conversely, the vectors
in the subset X0, (the boundary knots of the multivariate spline) determine the shape of the tile
while the vectors in X` (the interior knots) determine its position. Notice that the set of interior
knots can be read off as the set of vertices in any shortest path connecting the origin to the base
of the tile, i.e., the point closest to the origin. We show this correspondence in Figure 2.
This point of view is advantageous for many reasons. First, it provides a natural way to
relate our construction to the centroid triangulations that form the basis of Liu and Snoeyink’s
algorithm [9–11]. Second, the geometric properties of zonotopal tilings, and specifically Lemma
2.9, provide an alternative and more general way to define the vertex neighborhood (vertex link)
that is triangulated at each step of the algorithm, thus extending its scope to point sets with
repetitions and in arbitrary dimension.
The first conclusion that we can draw from this correspondence is that, as a consequence of
Theorem 2.6, we automatically obtain a bound on the total number of spline functions, summed
over all orders p “ 1, . . . , n´ d´ 1, in a basis.
Proposition 4.9. The total number of spline functions built on a point set A with |A| “ n,
summed over all orders p “ 1, . . . , n ´ d ´ 1, is equal to the number of affinely independent
subsets of A.
We now wish to investigate under which conditions a generalization of the LinkTriangulation
algorithm from Liu and Snoeyink [9–11], which is based on the construction of a set of centroid
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Figure 2: Two possible fine tilings of ZpV q on the set of points A :“ ta1, . . . , a6u with a2 “ a3
and their associated spline bases, for the standard one-dimensioanl B-spline basis (top) and an
alternative tiling (bottom).
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triangulations [9, 10, 24–26], can be used to construct zonotopal tilings in any dimension and for
a general multiset of points.
We denote by Hk the hyperplane Hk :“ tx P Rd`1 : xd`1 “ ku. The intersection
Qpkq :“ ZpV q XHk
corresponds to the set Qpkq :“ třvPBr0, vs : B Ď V, |B| “ ku, which is just the convex hull of
the points V pkq :“ třaiPBpai, 1q, B Ď A, |B| “ ku. Qpkq is also known as (a multiple of) the
k-set polytope of A [49–51]. Just as vectors in V can be interpreted projectively as points in A,
vectors in V pkq can be projectively reduced to the set Apkq of all possible averages of k points in
A. The intersection P XHk of a zonotopal tiling of ZpV q with Hk then produces a subdivision
of V pkq [39, 52] with (projective) vertices in Apkq, which corresponds to a centroid subdivision in
the sense of [10, 24–26].
According to (2.8), the intersection of a tile ZX with Hk is an affine transformation of the
hypersimplex ∆k´|X`|,d`1, which has a positive dimension if and only if |X`| ă k ă |X`| `
d` 1. Translated in the language of spline bases, this means that the cells in the k-th centroid
subdivision induced by P are slices of tiles associated via (4.1) to the basis splines
Sk :“ tMp ¨ | Xq, k ´ d´ 1 ă
ˇˇ
X`
ˇˇ “: p ă ku.
For d “ 2, only two types of cells appear in each k-th centroid triangulation for k ą 1, corre-
sponding to splines of order k ´ 1 and k ´ 2. The corresponding hypersimplices ∆1,3 and ∆2,3
are just triangles, and therefore the subdivision is a (bicolored) triangulation. This fact is widely
known in the context of centroid triangilations [10, 24–26, 46] where the corresponding triangles
are called type-I and type-II triangles, respectively. In dimension d ą 2, the induced subdivision
is no longer a triangulation, and the splines of all orders k´d` 1 ď p ď k´ 2 appear in the k-th
centroid subdivision as hypersimplices, e.g., octahedra for d “ 3, p “ k ´ 3.
Let us now return to Liu and Snoeyink’s algorithm. At every step, the algorithm builds a
polygonal line, called the link, associated to every vertex in the k-th centroid triangulation. It
can be easily checked, though we will not do it explicitly here, that the region bounded by the link
associated to a configuration Q Ă V , |Q| “ p can be obtained by taking the region R¯ composed
by the boundary vertices XB of all configurations X of order r ă p with QXXB “ ∅, and taking
its complement R. The boundary of R corresponds to the vertex link of Q. Motivated by this
consideration, we define the link region of a subset Q Ă V as follows:
Definition 4.10. Given a fine zonotopal tiling P of ZpV q and a subset Q Ă V , |Q| “ p, the link
region RpQq of Q is defined as
RpQq :“ convQpAqz
˜
p´1ď
r“0
ErpQq
¸
, (4.10)
where
convQpAq :“ convpAzta : pa, 1q P Quq
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and the regions ErpQq are given by
ErpQq :“
ď
XPErpQq
convpX0q, (4.11)
ErpQq :“
 
X : pX,`q P Cr˚ , X0 XQ “ ∅, X` Ď Q
(
. (4.12)
In two dimensions, the above defined link region coincides with the interior of a vertex link
as used in [9–11]. However, the definition (4.10) is more straightforward and more general,
and it can be used to obtain more general spline bases and generalize the algorithm to higher
dimensions, allowing to easily prove some important properties, as we do presently.
Theorem 4.11. Let Q Ă V , |Q| “ p, and let the regions ErpQq, 0 ď r ď p, be defined as in
(4.11). Then the following holds:
(i) Each region ErpQq is triangulated by tconvpX0q : X P ErpQqu;
(ii) The regions ErpQq are all disjoint and they cover convQpAq;
(iii) The union of all simplices tconvpX0q : X P ErpQqu for r “ 0, . . . , p triangulates convQpAq;
(iv) The simplices tconvpX0q : X P EppQqu triangulate EppQq “ RpQq.
Proof. First, notice that (iii) implies both (i) and (ii), since it is clear from (4.12) that ErpQq X
EspQq “ ∅ if r ‰ s. Therefore, the triangulation of convQpAq decomposes into disjoint triangu-
lations of the subregions ErpQq, r “ 0, . . . , p.
For any B Ă V , |B| “ d ` 1, let 1Bpxq :“ 1convpBqpxq, x P Rd denote the indicator function
of the simplex convpBq. Summing the indicator function 1X0pxq over all cocircuits pX,`q P C˚
corresponds to summing over all the tiles ZX of the corresponding fine zonotopal tiling P of
ZpV q. Applying (2.10) to the subset Q and selecting the tiles in PQ of order zero gives:
pÿ
r“1
ÿ
ZXPErpQq
1X0pxq “
ÿ
ZXPPQ
X`“∅
1X0pxq.
The sum on the right hand side is over all the tiles of order zero in PQ, i.e., over a triangulation of
convQpAq by Proposition 4.6. Therefore, the sum itself is just the indicator function of convQpAq.
Since we are summing over indicator functions, this proves that the simplices that appear on the
left exactly triangulate convQpAq, hence proving (iii).
Finally, after separating on the left hand side the terms r “ p and r ă p and rearranging, we
obtain: ÿ
ZXPEppQq
1X0pxq “
ÿ
ZXPPQ
X`“∅
1X0pxq ´
r´1ÿ
k“0
ÿ
ZXPErpQq
1X0pxq
Since all the simplices in the second sum on the right hand side have pairwise disjoint interiors,
the whole right hand side is simply the indicator function of RpQq as defined in (4.10). This
implies property (iv), completing the proof.
Corollary 4.12. RpQq is empty if and only if Q is not equal to the positive-sign (interior knots)
subset X` for any tile ZX in P.
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Proof. Simply notice that EppQq “ tZX P P : X` “ Qu. By Theorem 4.11, and due to the fact
that the simplex convpX0q is non-degenerate for any cocircuit pX,`q (Lemma 2.7), the region
EppQq “ RpQq is empty if and only if its triangulation contains no simplices, i.e., if and only if
EppQq is empty.
Remark 4.13. Based on these facts, we could replace the definition (4.10) of the link region of
Q, |Q| “ p, with RpQq :“ EppQq. However, in a constructive algorithm, this definition cannot
be used to compute the link regions of order p based only on the tiles of order r ă p. Therefore,
from an algorithmic standpoint, we prefer Definition 4.10.
An example of link region, and its relation to the regions (4.11), is shown in Figure 3.
E0
E1
E2
E3 a1
a2
a3
E0
a1
a2
a3
E1
E3
E2 “ ∅
Figure 3: Example of basis obtained via the process outlined in Proposition 4.14. Top left: a set of
points A Ă R2 not in general position and a possible triangulation corresponding to the splines C˚0 . Top
right: the simplices affpX0q associated to all the splines of order p “ 2; the shading indicates the number
of simplices covering each point. Bottom: the regions ErpQq of (4.11) for two possible choices of subsets
Q “ ta1, a2, a3u. The zero sets X0 of the splines having X` “ Q triangulate E3.
Theorem 4.11 and Corollary 4.12 together imply that any fine zonotopal tiling P of ZpV q,
and therefore any single-element lifting {MpV q and the associated spline basis, can be obtained
iteratively by triangulating the link region associated to each positive through some choice of
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triangulation, similarly to Liu and Snoeyink’s algorithm in two dimensions. This statement is
made precise by Proposition 4.14, which we can now prove.
Proposition 4.14. There exists a choice of triangulations TQ, one for every link region RpQq
associated to each positive cocircuit pX :“ pX,`q, Q :“ X`, such that {MpV q (and its associated
spline basis) can be constructed as follows:
(i) Let X`0 “ t∅u;
(ii) For every 0 ď p ď n´ d´ 1 and for every Q P Xp` , let RpQq be the link region (4.10), and
let TQ be its triangulation. Let the union of all the cocircuits
Cp˚ pQq :“ tpX,`q : X` “ Q, X0 “ T u
for all Q P Xp` and every simplex T in TQ with vertices T “ ta1, . . . , ad`1u be the set of
positive cocircuits of order p of {MpV q;
(iii) Let
X`p`1 “ tX` \ tuu : pX,`q P Cp˚ , u P X0, RpX` \ tuuq ‰ ∅u (4.13)
be the set of all the possible subsets X` of positive cocircuits of order p` 1;
(iv) Repeat steps (ii) and (iii) until Xp` “ ∅.
Proof. Property (iv) of Theorem 4.11 directly states that every tile of order p in the tiling P (i.e.,
every spline configuration of degree p) with a given set of interior points X` can be obtained by
triangulating the corresponding link region RpX`q, and, due to Corollary 4.12, all the tiles of
order p that appear in the tiling have a nonempty link region, which is always triangulable since
Theorem 4.11 exhibits one such triangulation. All that is left is to determine the sets X` for all
positive cocircuits pX of {MpV q.
Notice that Q P X`0 implies Q “ ∅, and Rp∅q “ convpAq. Therefore, the positive cocircuits
with order p “ 0 (i.e., the spline functions of order 0) can be obtained by building a triangulation
of convpAq, in accordance with Proposition 4.6.
Assume that we have computed all the positive cocircuits of order p ´ 1, and we want to
determine the set Xp` of interior subsets of order p. Let Q “ Y ` for some cocircuit pY :“ pY,`q
of order p. We can always choose pY and a vector v P Y 0 such that pd ´ 1q-dimensional face
F :“ convpY 0ztvuq is on the boundary of RpQq, in which case there is no cocircuit pX,`q
such that Xu,´ “ Yv,´. Furthermore, if there exists a cocircuit pR, 0q with R “ Yv,´, then v
is separated from all points in Y ` by F . But this cannot happen for all the faces F on the
boundary of a closed region such as RpQq. Therefore, there must exist a cocircuit X of order
p´ 1 such that Xu,` “ Yv,´ and therefore X` \ tuu “ Q. We conclude that
Xp` Ď tX` \ tuu : pX,`q P Cp˚´1, u P X0u.
After filtering out the sets X` \ tuu with an empty link region, we are left exactly with all the
possible interior sets of order p (4.13). The cocircuits corresponding to each interior set Q P Xp`
can then be obtained by triangulating the corresponding link region.
Finally, when p :“ |Q| “ n ´ d, the set convQpAq only contains d points, and therefore the
link region RpQq has an empty interior. Therefore, X`n´d “ ∅, and the process stops.
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This construction is essentially the same as Liu and Snoeyink’s algorithm in two dimensions
[10], after replacing the definition of vertex link with the link region RpQq defined by (4.10).
Notice, however, that for every lifting {MpV q the triangulation that should be used on each
subset Q is prescribed, and there is no guarantee that, for an arbitrary choice of triangulations,
the procedure in Proposition 4.14 always produces a basis, or even that the link regions are
always triangulable. This is particularly troubling if we wish to extend the algorithm beyond
two dimensions, since in d ě 3 there are non self-intersecting polytopal regions that are non-
triangulable. This problem is equivalent, using the language of [52], to the determination of a
set of centroid triangulations on the intersection ZpV q X Hk which are lifting, i.e., they come
from the same tiling P of ZpV q, which is a known open problem. We do not tackle the problem
in its full generality here. Instead, in the next section we propose a particular choice that is
guaranteed to make the procedure outlines in Proposition (4.14) always possible.
To conclude this section, we provide a characterization of the set of simplices Sp. The
intersection of these simplices define the zones where all the spline functions are pure polynomials,
and their boundaries define the zones of reduced regularity of spline functions, i.e., knots in d “ 1,
knot lines in d “ 2 and more generally knot hypersurfaces in d ą 2.
Proposition 4.15. The simplices in Sp cover
`
p`d
d
˘
times the set convppAq.
Proof. By induction over p. The simplices in S0 form a triangulation of convpAq by Proposition
4.6, and therefore cover it exactly once. Assume now that the proposition is true for every order
r ă p. By Property (iii) of Theorem 4.11, for any subset Q Ă V with |Q| “ p, the simplices
tconvpX0q : pX,`q P ErpQq, r ď pu triangulate convQpAq, i.e.,
pÿ
r“0
ÿ
XPErpQq
1X0 “ 1convQpAq
We sum this expression over all the subsets Q P `Vp˘. Each cocircuit pX,`q P Cr˚ appears in
the sum whenever X` \B “ Q for some subset B Ă V , |B| “ p ´ r, but QzX` X X0 “ ∅.
Therefore, the occurrences of a cocircuit of Cr˚ in the sum correspond to the occurrences of the
|QzX`| “ p´ r vectors in the |X´| “ n´ r ´ d´ 1 available positions. We obtain
ÿ
pX,`qPCp˚
1X0 `
p´1ÿ
r“0
ˆ
n´ r ´ d´ 1
p´ r
˙ ÿ
pX,`qPCr˚
1X0 “
ÿ
QPpVpq
1convQpAq. (4.14)
By induction, the sum of the indicator functions over the cocircuits in Cr˚ covers convrpAq Ě
convppAq exactly
`
r`d
d
˘
times, and the sum on the right covers convppAq exactly
`
n
p
˘
times. Using
multiset notation and the Vandermonde identity, we can derive
pÿ
r“0
ˆ
n´ r ´ d´ 1
p´ r
˙ˆ
r ` d
r
˙
“
pÿ
r“0
ˆˆ
n´ p´ d
p´ r
˙˙ ˆˆ
d` 1
r
˙˙
(4.15)
“
ˆˆ
n´ p` 1
p
˙˙
“
ˆ
n
p
˙
.
Separating the term with r “ p in the first sum in (4.15), we conclude that the first term in
(4.14), i.e. the set of all simplices in Sp, must cover
`
p`d
d
˘
times the region convppAq.
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Notice that in general it is not possible to extract from the set Sp a collection of
`
p`d
d
˘
independent triangulations: the
`
p`d
d
˘
-fold cover of convppAq is in general a branched cover. In
practical cases, the simplices in Sp form a complex web of faces that subdivides the domain into
many cells of arbitrary shape and sometimes almost degenerate geometry, see e.g. Figure 3.
5 Weighted Delaunay bases
In the previous section, we have investigated spline bases based on single-element liftings in a
general way. These bases exist in all dimensions and can accomodate the most general multisets
of points. We have shown two important properties that are shared by all such bases, namely
that they are all polynomial-reproducing (Theorem 4.7), and that they can all be built using
an iterative triangulation algorithm, similar to those already proposed in the literature in the
bivariate case [9–11] (Proposition 4.14). However, no practical construction algorithm can be
directly deduced from the previous section’s results, as in order to apply Proposition 4.14 one
would have to know in advance which triangulation to apply on each link region. Furthermore,
many practical algorithms that are less important from a theoretical point of view but nonetheless
fundamental for applications have not been addressed so far. We speculate that finding many
algorithms, such as recurrent spline evaluation, in the full generality of the previous section
might constitute a formidable task. We base our speculation on the somewhat similar challenges
in the study of triangulations, where the scope is often limited to a certain sub-class of regular
constructions in order to approach constructive issues such as the connectivity of flip graphs [53].
For these reasons, in this section, we focus on one particular subset of spline bases induced
by single-element liftings, namely those obtained via Proposition 4.14 by choosing for each link
region RpQq the same (weighted) Delaunay triangulation. We call these bases, which constitute
a direct generalization of Neamtu’s Delaunay configurations, weighted Delaunay bases.
It is well known any weighted Delaunay triangulation of a set of points in Rd can be obtained
by lifting every point into Rd`1 using a suitable height function h : A ÞÑ R as the additional
coordinate, computing the lower convex hull of the lifted points, and projecting back to Rd [53].
Hyperplane arrangements on the lifted point cloud then lead to the definition of oriented matroids
(and associated zonotopal tilings) which have been tied to order-k Delaunay (and dual Voronoi)
configurations in previous works [54–56]. Specifically, [54] shows that any weighted Delaunay
triangulation gives rise to a realizable oriented matroid, called Delaunay oriented matroid, or
DOM. In Section 5.3 we use a similar approach to define weighted Delaunay bases over a point
multiset A (Theorem 5.2), proving that choosing the (same) weighted Delaunay triangulation
at each step in Proposition 4.14 always yields a valid single-element lifting of the configuration
matroid of A, and thus a valid spline basis for every order 0 ă p ă |A| ´ d´ 1. More precisely,
we prove in Section 5.3 the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2. If for every set Q we let TQ be a weighted Delaunay triangulation with generic
height function h, the procedure outlined in Proposition 4.14 always produces a single-element
lifting, that we denote Dh. Furthermore, the positive cocircuits pX :“ pX,`q of Dh are realizable,
i.e., they can be represented as hyperplanes in an arrangement on A˜.
In the statement of Theorem 5.2, A˜ is a lifting of A in Rd via the height function h that we
will define more precisely in Section 5.3. If we consider the two-dimensional case for a simple
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set of points A without repetitions, weighted Delaunay bases represent a restriction of Liu and
Snoeyink’s algorithm, since they limit the generality of the triangulation that can be used at
each step. On the other hand, weighted Delaunay bases allow to consider any point multiset,
including repetitions and affine dependencies, and they are general enough to allow the freedom
to insert points in the interior of the link region, a possibility that seems implicitly excluded in
Liu and Snoeyink’s approach. Moreover, our results apply to any space dimensionality, going
beyond the limitation to d ď 2. We believe that this result is quite remarkable, as link regions
are not always convex, and there is therefore no a priori guarantee that they are triangulable in
all cases. It is likely that a direct proof of this fact in a more general case, i.e., beyond weighted
Delaunay bases, might be much more complex.
Theorem 5.2 also states that the cocircuits obtained via the weighted Delaunay lifting are
realizable, i.e., they correspond to a set of planes in the lifting space Rd`1. This is not at all
unexpected since similar constructions exhibit the same behavior [54]. However, this realizability
is very useful in applications, and we exploit it in both Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 to provide
some useful algorithm for the evaluation of spline functions in the basis.
More specifically, we prove in Section 5.2 that, given a general enough point x P Rd, the
positive cocircuit graph G` can be given a x-dependent orientation ox under which it becomes
acyclic (Lemma 5.5). By first finding the (unique) degree-zero positive cocircuit pZ whose zero-
degree spline Mp ¨ | pZq is supported on x, we prove in Section 5.2 that all the positive cocircuits
corresponding to splines supported on x can be reached via the oriented graph pG`, oxq:
Proposition 5.8. Let Dh “ {MpV q be a Delaunay lifting, and let pY :“ pY,`q be a positive
cocircuit of Dh such that x P convpY 0 \ Y `q. Then there is a directed path in pG`, oxq from pZ
to pY .
Thus, simply by computing a topological sorting on pG`, oxq, we obtain an algorithm that
yields all the spline functions supported on x (Algorithm 2). Notice that some splines that are
not supported on x are still reached by the algorithm, and thus some explicit checks are still
needed. These checks are lifted in Section 5.3 by using a related construction containing some
auxiliary functions.
Finally, in Section 5.3 we tackle the problem of evaluating all the spline functions in the basis
on a given point x P Rd. As noted in previous literature [10, 27, 28, 43], in order to evaluate all
the basis splines of order p via (2.2b), the knowledge of the spline functions of orders p1 ă p is not
sufficient, and the introduction of auxiliary functions is inevitable. In Section 5.3 we show that a
family of auxiliary functions can be obtained by considering, for each spline function of the basis,
a suitable sub-matroid. Merging all the spline functions thus obtained and removing duplicates
then yields a sufficient set of auxiliary functions, completing the evaluation graph. Theorem 2.6
guarantees the existence of such a sub-matroid, and the realizability implicit in Theorem 5.2
allows to compute the spline functions corresponding to the cocircuits of the sub-matroid very
efficiently, without having to construct the full oriented matroid first, as we present in Section
5.3. Put together, these two facts allow us to propose a method to compute auxiliary functions
(Algorithm 3), and to evaluate all the spline functions in a basis at a given point (Algorithm 4).
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5.1 Construction
Let A “ ta1, . . . , anu be a multiset of points and h : a ÞÑ hpaq P R be a height function over
A. Let T be a set of simplices that triangulate convpAq with vertices in A. For every simplex
T in T , order its vertices T “ ta1, . . . , ad`1u so that detppa1, 1q, . . . , pan, 1qq ą 0. If, for every
b P AzT ,
detppa1, hpa1q, 1q, . . . , pad`1, hpad`1q, 1q, pb, hpbq, 1qq ă 0, (5.1)
then the triangulation T is called a weighted Delaunay triangulation with height function h. If
the points of A are in general position, plugging hpaq “ }a}2 in (5.1) yields the usual Delaunay
triangulation, see e.g. [57].
A bit of care is needed when choosing the height function h.
Definition 5.1. A height function h is said to be generic if, given the lifted point cloud
A˜ :“ tpa, hpaqq, a P Au Ă Rd`1,
the only affinely dependent subsets of d`2 points in A˜ lie on a vertical plane, i.e., a plane whose
normal N P Rd`1 satisfies Nd`1 “ 0.
Notice that affinely dependent subsets are indeed allowed on vertical planes, and thus the
point multiset A can be kept as generic as possible, with possible repetitions. If h is generic, then
the determinant in (5.1) is always nonzero, and the weighted Delaunay triangulation is unique.
Hereafter, we will only consider generic height functions. We now can use (5.1) to specialize
Proposition 4.14 to (weighted) Delaunay oriented matroids and prove Theorem 5.2.
Theorem 5.2. If for every set Q we let TQ be a weighted Delaunay triangulation with generic
height function h, the procedure outlined in Proposition 4.14 always produces a single-element
lifting, that we denote Dh. Furthermore, the positive cocircuits pX :“ pX,`q of Dh are realizable,
i.e., they can be represented as hyperplanes in an arrangement on A˜.
Proof. Easy to prove using the lifting property (5.1). See also [54] for similar arguments and an
interesting generalization.
Let A˜ “ tpa, hpaqq, a P Au Ă Rd`1 be the point cloud lifted by h. We define the oriented
matroid Dh similarly to (2.5) as the set of sign vectors of oriented hyperplanes on A˜, but adding
the sign of the pd` 1q-th component of the hyperplane normal as the last component, i.e.,
Dh :“ tpsign pxy, pa, hpaq, 1qyqa,PA , signpyd`1qq, y P Rd`2u. (5.2)
Properties (P1)–(P4) are trivial to check directly for Dh, with the same reasoning used in Section
2.3 for hyperplane arrangements. An alternative, more elegant proof that Dh is an oriented
matroid can be constructed similarly to [54] by adding a point at infinity to compactify Rd`1
and then checking that Dh corresponds to a set of sphere arrangements.
Clearly, hyperplanes on Rd are in bijection with vertical hyperplanes on Rd`1, so that Dh
is indeed a single-element lifting of MpV q. Furthermore, since the height function is generic,
positive cocircuits of Dh have exactly d`1 zeros, and Dh is a simplicial lifting. Positive cocircuits
are then represented as oriented hyperplanes in Rd`1 with a normal N such that Nd`1 ą 0.
All that is left to prove is that each link region RpX`q is triangulated by a weighted Delaunay
triangulation with height function h. But this is easy to prove. For a positive cocircuit pX :“
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pX,`q of Dh, consider the associated oriented hyperplane H :“ affptpu, hpuqq, u P X0uq, and
order the points in X0 so that every point pa, hpaqq P Rd`1 is on the positive (negative) side of
H if the following determinant is positive (resp. negative):
detppu, hpuq, 1quPX0 , pa, hpaq, 1qq. (5.3)
Notice that, with this choice of orientation, the conditionNd`1 ą 0 translates to detppu, 1quPX0q ą
0. By definition of the cocircuit, the determinant (5.3) is positive for all points pa, hpaqq such
that pa, 1q P X`, and negative for points pa, hpaqq such that pa, 1q P X´. But only the second set
of points appears in the link region RpX`q, as can be seen from its definition (4.10). Therefore,
the weighted Delaunay condition (5.1) is satisfied for all the points in RpX`q, which completes
the proof of the theorem.
First and foremost, Proposition 4.14 and Theorem 5.2 imply that Liu and Snoeyink’s algo-
rithm [9–11] can be used to produce spline bases, even with point multisets and in arbitrary
dimension, provided that we adopt (4.10) as the definition of the link region and as long as we
restrict the algorithm to always use the same weighted Delaunay triangulation at each step. In
this case, the triangulatbility of every link region is guaranteed, and the algorithm is proven to
converge and to produce spline bases in all space dimensions and at all possible orders.
Furthermore, since the height function h is rather arbitrary, there is still a quite large amount
of freedom in the type of spline bases that can be obtained. For example, modifying the height
function appropriately can lead to bases with some degree of anisotropy, which might be useful
in simulation applications where the physical properties are not isotropic. As another example,
it is possible to triangulate link regions using some additional internal constrained points, simply
by introducing repeated points in A with heights differing by a sufficiently small amount. This
freedom can be used to build spline bases with reduced regularity, analogously to the classic
one-dimensional case. A possible construction to achieve this result, close to Liu and Snoeyink’s
approach, is presented in Algorithm 1.
5.2 Splines supported on x
In this subsection and the next one, we wish to show that the spline bases associated to the De-
launay lifting Dh posses a natural evaluation graph, not too dissimilar from the usual pyramidal
scheme of one-dimensional B-splne bases.
The first step to build an evaluation scheme is to determine, for a point x P Rd, all the spline
functions of the basis up to a given order p that are supported on x. This is equivalent, by (4.1),
to finding all cocircuits pX,`q such that x P convpX0 \X`q. In this case, by extension, we say
that the cocircuit pX is supported on x.
For spline functions of order 0, the task is particularly simple. In fact, since the simplices S0
triangulate convpAq (Proposition 4.6), whenever x P convpAq there is one and only one cocircuitpZ such that Z` “ ∅ and pZ is supported on x. Computationally, pZ can be found efficiently via
single point location query on a triangulation, for which many efficient algorithms exist, see e.g.
[58, 59]. We prove in this section that all the other cocircuits pY supported on x can be found
from pZ using a suitable orientation, induced by x, of the positive cocirucit graph G` of {MpV q,
i.e., the simple, connected graph having the positive cocircuits as vertices and the positive colines
as edges.
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Algorithm 1 Builds a basis of simplex spline functions on A for all orders 1 . . . , p, using a
weighted Delaunay triangulation.
Input:
A multiset of points in Rd, with possible repetitions.
h generic height function.
p order of the highest basis to be computed.
Output:
Cq˚ positive cocircuits of the Delaunay lifting Dh with height function h, for q “ 0, . . . , p.
Assumptions: all triangulations are weighted Delaunay triangulations with the same general
height function h. ErpQq automatically created when needed.
1: procedure BuildDelaunaySplineBasis(A)
2: Cq˚ Ð ∅, Xq` Ð ∅ for q “ 0, . . . , p.
3: S0 Ð triangulation of convpAq with height function h.
4: for all simplices Σ in S0 do
5: Add to C0˚ a cocircuit pX with X0 “ Σ and X` “ ∅.
6: for all points p in S0 do
7: Add pp, 1q to X`1 .
8: Add all the simplices in S0 that do not use p to E0ptpp, 1quq.
9: for q=1,. . . ,p do
10: for all Q P Xq` do
11: Compute convQpAq.
12: Compute RpQq via (4.10).
13: I Ð points p P A, p R Q at same location as some point in Q.
14: SQ Ð triangulation of RpQq h and extra constrained points I.
15: for all simplices Σ in SQ do
16: Add a cocircuit pX with X` “ Q, X0 “ Σ to Cq˚ .
17: for all u P X0 do
18: Add Q\ tuu to X`q`1 if not already present.
19: Add Σ to EqpQ1q for all Q1 “ Q\ tvu, v R Σ if not already present.
return tC0˚ , . . . , Cp˚ u.
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For every ordered, linearly independent subset Z Ă V , |Z| “ d, define the linear functional
ϕZpvq :“ detpZ \ tvuq, (5.4)
so that sign pϕZpvqq identifies the side of affpZq on which v lies. For a covector pX :“ pX,`q,
define its weight relative to Z as
wp pX | Zq :“ ÿ
uPX`
sign pϕZpuqq ` 1
2
ÿ
vPX0
sign pϕZpvqq , (5.5)
which measures the balance between the points of X on either side of affpZq, with zero vectors
counting only half. If we consider the two positive cocircuits pX :“ pX,`q and pY :“ pY,`q
separated by pL :“ pL,`q, i.e., whose corresponding tiles ZX and ZY in P are adjacent and
separated by ZL, we have the following two properties.
Lemma 5.3. The weights of pX and pY with respect to L0 differ by 1, i.e.,ˇˇˇ
wp pX | L0q ´ wppY | L0qˇˇˇ “ 1.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4, without loss of generality, there exist two vectors u P X0, v P Y 0 such
that either Xu,´ “ Yv,´, Xu,` “ Yv,` or Xu,´ “ Yv,`. In the first two cases, X and Y differ on
two vectors on opposite sides of affpL0q. Exchanging a 0 with a ` or a ´ increases or decreases
the weight by 12 , and since the same operation is performed on opposite sides of affpL0q for X
and Y , by (5.5) the difference of the weights of pX and pY must be exactly 1. In the third case,
the change occurs on the same side of affpL0q, but since one cocircuit exchanges 0 for ` and the
other 0 for ´, the weight difference again must be exactly 1.
Lemma 5.4. Let NL0 P Rd`1 be the dual vector to the linear functional ϕL0 defined in (5.4),
ϕL0pyq “ xy,NL0y for all y P Rd`1. (5.6)
Then whenever wppY | L0q ą wp pX | L0q, NL0 is an outward normal vector for the tile ZX and
an inward normal vector for the tile ZY , associated to their common face.
Proof. The face shared by ZX and ZY is given by ZL :“ řuPL` u`řvPL0r0, vs. The difference
z1 ´ z2 between two points z1, z2 P ZL can be expressed as a linear combination of the vectors
in L0 and thus xz1 ´ z2, NL0y “ 0, so NL0 is indeed a pd` 1q-dimensional vector normal to the
face ZL. For each tile ZX , we consider the point
bX :“
ÿ
uPX`
u` 1
2
ÿ
vPX0
v, (5.7)
which by (2.8) is always contained in ZX , and similarly for ZY . Since ZX and ZY are convex
polytopes separated by a shared face, in order to determine the direction of NL0 it is sufficient
to show that
sign pxbY ´ bX , NL0yq “ signpϕL0pbY ´ bXqq “ wppY | L0q ´ wp pX | L0q. (5.8)
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We do so by enumerating the possibilities via Proposition 4.4. It can easily be checked that, in
the four cases Xu,σ1 “ Yv,σ2 , σ1, σ2 P t´,`u, we have
bY ´ bX “ 1
2
pσ1u´ σ2vq . (5.9)
According to (5.5) we also have
wppY | L0q ´ wp pX | L0q “ 1
2
pσ1signpϕL0puqq ´ σ2signpϕL0pvqqq . (5.10)
Since Proposition 4.4 guarantees that u and v are on the same side of affpL0q, i.e., signpϕL0puqq “
signpϕL0pvqq, if and only if σ1 ‰ σ2, both terms on the right hand side of (5.10) have the same
sign, and we can write
1
2
pσ1sign pϕL0puqq ´ σ2sign pϕL0pvqqq “ sign
ˆ
1
2
pσ1ϕL0puq ´ σ2ϕL0pvqq
˙
,
which implies (5.8) via (5.9) and (5.10), completing the proof.
We assume hereafter that we are given a test point x P Rd, on which we wish to find all
supported spline functions. We can use the point x to induce an orientation on the graph G`,
provided that it x respects the following condition
x R affpL0q for all colines pL,`q of {MpV q. (5.11)
Using the weights w defined in (5.5), we define the orientation oxppLq of the coline pL :“ pL,`q as
oxppLq “ pX Ñ pY ðñ sign pϕL0px, 1qq “ wppY | L0q ´ wp pX | L0q, (5.12)
where pX and pY are the two cocircuits connected by pL. We alternatively use the more compact
notation pX pLÝÑ pY to the same effect. Loosely speaking, the orientation of pL points in the
direction that increases the balance of the weight towards x. Hereafter, we will always assume
that x satisfies condition (5.11), in which case the orientation (5.12) is always consistent, courtesy
of Lemma 5.3. This excludes from the possible values of x a zero-measure subset of Rd, and as
a consequence, all the following results are only to be considered valid almost everywhere. This
restriction can be easily lifted using some well-known techniques such as symbolic perturbation.
The orientation ox defined by (5.12) yields a directed graph pG`, oxq. In the case of the
single-element lifting associated to a weighted Delaunay triangulation, we can prove that the
graph is acyclic.
Lemma 5.5. For {MpV q “ Dh, the directed graph pG`, oxq is acyclic. The same is true uncon-
ditionally for any single-element lifting {MpV q if d “ 1.
Proof. Let pX1, . . . , pXr be a family of cocircuits, connected by the colines pL1, . . . , pLr such that
the coline pLi connects pXi and pXi`1, and assume that the cocircuits pXi form a cycle in G`, i.e.,pXr`1 “ pX1. For each 1 ď i ď r, let Zi :“ ZXi the tile in P corresponding to pXi, ϕi :“ ϕL0i
be the linear functional corresponding to pLi as in (5.4), and Ni :“ NL0i be the corresponding
normal vector (5.6).
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For the lifting Dh, there are vectors yi P Rd`2 such that pXiqv “ xyi, pa, hpaq, 1qy, where
pa, 1q “ v, a P A (Theorem 5.2). Define the point ci P Rd`1 component-wise as
pciqj :“ pyiqjpyiqd`1 , j “ 1, . . . , d, pciqd`1 :“
pyiqd`2
pyiqd`1 , (5.13)
which is always possible since yd`1 ą 0. Then, for all v P Xi0, xyi, vy “ 0 implies
xci, vy “ ´hpaq, (5.14)
and as a consequence, for all v P Xi0 XXi`10 “ Li0,
xci`1 ´ ci, vy “ 0,
i.e., the vector pci`1 ´ ciq is parallel to Ni. Let now bi :“ bXi be defined as in (5.7), and
let u “ pe, 1q, v “ pf, 1q be the two vectors in V such that pXiqu,σ1 “ pXi`1qv,σ2 for some
σ1, σ2 P t´,`u. It is easy to check using (5.2) and (5.13) that signpxci, vy ` hpfqq “ σ2 and
signpxci`1, uy ` hpeqq “ σ1, and therefore, according to (5.9) and (5.14),
signpxci`1 ´ ci, bi`1 ´ biyq “ signpxci`1 ´ ci, σ1u´ σ2vyq
“ signpσ1xci`1, uy ` σ2hpfq ` σ1hpeq ` σ2xci, vyq
“ σ21 ` σ22 ą 0.
In other words, pci`1´ ciq points in the same direction as Ni, and therefore ci`1´ ci “ µiNi for
some µi ą 0. We can therefore write
0 “
rÿ
i“1
pci`1 ´ ciq “
rÿ
i“1
µiNi, µ1, . . . , µr ą 0. (5.15)
Taking the scalar product of (5.15) with px, 1q, x P Rd, it follows that, for at least one coline pLi,
xNi, px, 1qy ă 0 and therefore
sign pxx,Niyq “ signpϕipx, 1qq ‰ wp pXi`1 | Li0q ´ wp pXi | Li0q,
and (5.12) fails. In other words, the orientation defined by the cycle cannot be induced by any
point x, i.e., all orientations pG`, oxq are acyclic.
In the one-dimensional case, we can obtain a positive linear combination of normals (5.15)
without assuming the existance of the vectors yi. We only give a sketch of the proof. First, there
is at least one tile Zi such that Li ‰ Li`1, else the weights wp pXi | L0q would be monotonically
increasing (Lemma 5.3). Furthermore, since each tile is convex, each angle Ni=Ni`1 can only
be strictly less than pi, but the total angle along the cycle must be equal to 2kpi, k ‰ 0. These
conditions imply that there is a closed path in R2 whose j-th displacement vector is directed
along Nj . Defining ci as the i-th vertex of the path then yields (5.15).
Remark 5.6. This construction used in the proof of Lemma 5.5 is analogous to the affinization
of central hyperplane arrangements as presented e.g. in [60, Chapter 7].
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As a directed acyclic graph, pG`, oxq can be topologically sorted, and the (only) degree-zero
cocircuit pZ containing x can be used as the starting node (root) of an oriented path that follows
the topological sorting. We prove now that all the other cocircuits pY supported on x are reachable
from pZ using such a path. First, we need a small lemma in convex theory, very similar (although
not equivalent) to Carathéodory’s theorem. The proof of this lemma can be found in Appendix
A.3.
Lemma 5.7. Let A “ ta1, . . . , anu be a set of n ą d`1 points in Rd, and let B Ă A, |B| “ d`1
be an affinely independent subset of A. Then for every x P convpAq there exists a point b P B
such that b and x are on the same side of affpBztbuq and x P convpAztbuq.
We can now prove that there is always a directed path in pG`, oxq from pZ to pY .
Proposition 5.8. Let Dh “ {MpV q be a Delaunay lifting, and let pY :“ pY,`q be a positive
cocircuit of Dh such that x P convpY 0 \ Y `q. Then there is a directed path in pG`, oxq from pZ
to pY .
Proof. If Y ` “ ∅, then necessarily pY “ pZ, and we are done. Else, we complete the proof by
finding another cocircuit pX :“ pX,`q and an oriented edge pX pLÝÑ pY such that pX is supported on
x and X` Ď Y `. The same reasoning can then be applied to pX and again repeatedly, yielding
an oriented path of cocircuits supported on x and with non-increasing |X`|. Since the graph is
acyclic (Lemma 5.5) and the number of cocircuits is finite, the process must eventually terminate
with pX “ pZ as the root of the path.
In order to find pX, according to Lemma 5.7, there exists a vector v P Y 0 such that
x P convpY 0 \ Y `ztvuq and v, x are on the same side of Hv, (5.16)
where Hv :“ affpY 0ztvuq. Necessarily, this means that there is a vector w P Y ` which is on the
same side of Hv as v, otherwise Hv would separate x from the convex hull convpY 0 \ Y `ztuuq
and (5.16) would be false. Proposition 4.4 then guarantees that there is a cocircuit pX :“ pX,`q,
connected to pY via pL in G`, such that
Xu,σ “ Yv,´ for some u P X0, σ P t´,`u.
The vector u is on the same side of Hv as v and x if and only if σ “ `. It is then easy to check
that, according to definition (5.12), for both choices of σ the edge pL :“ pYv,´,`q is oriented frompX to pY . Furthermore, in both cases X0 \X` Ě Y 0 \ Y `ztvu, implying that pX is supported
on x, and X` Ď Y `. This completes the proof.
Proposition 5.8 is important because it shows that every cocircuit pX of order p can be
connected to pZ in pG`, oxq using only cocircuits of order p or less. In practical applications,
this implies that all the spline functions of order p supported on any given point can be found
efficiently using only spline bases of order p1 ď p, without the need for auxiliary functions.
Therefore, when constructing a spline basis via Algorithm 1, the process can be safely stopped
at the desired basis degree, without any need to access higher-order spline functions.
Furthermore, Theorem 5.8 suggests a simple and efficient algorithm to find all the spline
functions of a basis supported on a point x, which we resume in Algorithm 2. The first step,
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which requires finding the spline of order p “ 0 having x in its support, can be efficiently
implemented via any search tree algorithm constructed on the simplices in S0 [58, 59]. Such
trees typically have an O pn logpnqq construction complexity and an O plogpnqq query complexity,
n being the number of degree-zero splines, and are therefore rather efficient. After this first step,
the complexity is simply linear in the number of nonzero spline functions at x, and does not
depend on the total number of functions in the basis.
Algorithm 2 Finds all the simplex spline functions in a basis associated to a Delaunay lifting
Dh that are supported on a point x P Rd.
Input:
Dh Delaunay lifting, for example built using Algorithm 1.
x a point in Rd, not lying on the hyperplane affpL0q of any positive coline pL of Dh.
Input:
S cocircuits corresponding to splines supported on x
Assumptions: Search(x) is a point-location query function on simplices S0 returning the
order-zero cocircuit containing x, if any. If x lies exactly on the hyerplane affpL0q of some pL,
remove the ambiguity using numerical pertrubation and/or the continuity for spline functions
of order p ě 1.
1: procedure FindSupportedSplines(Dh, x)
2: QÐ ∅ queue of positive cocircuits, S Ð ∅.
3: pZ ÐSearch(x).
4: if pZ not found then return S.
5: Push(Q, pZ).
6: while Q is not empty do
7: pX ÐPop(Q).
8: if S contains pX then
9: go to line 6.
10: add pX to S.
11: N Ð tpY :“ pY,`q P Dh with Xu,σ1 “ Yv,σ2 for u P X0, v P Y 0, σ1, σ2 P t´,`uu.
12: for all pY P N do
13: LÐ X ˝ Y .
14: sx Ð signpϕL0pxqq as in (5.4).
15: ∆w Ð wppY | L0q ´ wp pX | L0q as in (5.10).
16: if sx “ ∆w and x P convpY 0 \ Y `q then
17: Push(Q, pY ).
return S.
Notice that Algorithm 2 still requires to check explicitly if x P convpY 0 \ Y `q, albeit for a
limited number of splines. In the following subsection, we propose a slightly different construction
which includes auxiliary functions but does not require any such check.
Finally, the directed graph pG`, oxq, and the path used to find all functions supported on x
have a simple visual interpretation in terms of the zonotopal tiling associated to {MpV q, which
is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Oriented cocircuit graph for the standard one-dimensional B-spline basis (top) and for
a basis associated to a weighted Delaunay basis (bottom). Left: orientation ox induced on G` by
a point x P pa4, a5q. Edges in solid black are used in the evaluation of the splines supported on x.
Numbers denote the topological sorting order of the evaluation subgraph. Right: corresponding
spline functions supported on x.
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5.3 Evaluation graph
Once all the spline functions supported on a given point x have been determined, one might be
tempted to use the oriented graph pG`, oxq and its topological sorting to compute the value of
all these functions on x.
Imagine that we want to compute, for some positive cocircuit pX :“ pX,`q supported on x,
the value of Mu :“Mpx | Xu,´q for all u P X0, which can in turn be used to compute the value
of the spline itself M :“ Mpx | Xq using (2.2b). For every u P X0 and every point x P Rd, if
Mu ‰ 0, then there is exactly one edge pY Ñ pX with Xu,σ1 “ Yv,σ2 , σ1, σ2 P t´,`u. Suppose
that the values of Mpx | Y q and Mpx | Yv,´q are known. Are we able to compute the value of
Mu? The answer depends on the signs of pσ1, σ2q. In particular, if pσ1, σ2q “ p´,´q, then
Mu “ Mpx | Yv,´q, while in the case pσ1, σ2q “ p´,`q, Mu “ Mpx | Y q. Furthermore, in the
case pσ1, σ2q “ p`,`q, Mu can be computed from the set of values Mpx | Yv,´q, v P Y 0 via a
single application of (2.3). However, in the case pσ1, σ2q “ p`,´q, there seems to be no obvious
way to directly obtain Mu. When this case happens only for a single u P X0, then it is still
possible to obtain Mu via (2.2b), after noticing that M “Mpx | Yv,´q. In general, however, the
case pσ1, σ2q “ p`,´q can happen more than once for a given point x and a given splineMpx | Xq
in d ě 3, making it essentially impossible to build an efficient recurrence scheme without the use
of some auxiliary functions.
We propose here a slightly different construction, based on the following observation. First,
notice that the problematic caseXu,` “ Yv,´ cannot happen ifMpx | Xq is a top-degree spline on
the point multiset A, i.e., a spline of degree |A|´d´1 (see Figure 2). However, we can interpret
any positive cocircuit pX,`q as one of the top-degree cocircuits in some single-element lifting{MpV qX . Specifically, consider the subset of points AX :“ X0 \X` and build the induced
single-element lifting {MpV qX on the subset AX Ď A via Lemma 2.9. Clearly, the induced
lifting still contains a (unique) positive cocircuit pY,`q with Y 0 “ X0 and Y ` “ X`, and for
every other positive cocircuit pZ,`q, Z0 \ Z` Ď Y 0 \ Y `, so that the corresponding spline
Mpx | Y q “Mpx | Xq is indeed a top-degree spline function associated to {MpV qX . Thus, when
evaluating the splineMpx | Xq in {MpV qX , the problematic case pσ1, σ2q “ p`,´q cannot appear,
an neither can the case pσ1, σ2q “ p´,´q.
The reasoning of the previous paragraph suggests a simple procedure to build a set of auxiliary
spline functions that are sufficient to compute, via recurrence, the value of Mpx | Xq for a given
cocircuit pX,`q:
(i) Build the lifting {MpV qX induced by {MpV q on the subset of points X0 \X` via Lemma
2.9;
(ii) For each u P X0, find the unique cocircuit pY,`q in {MpV qX such that Yv,σ “ Xu,´. The
value of Mpx | Xu,´q can then be computed from the values of Mpx | Y q and Mpx | Yv,´q,
v P Y 0, either directly or through (2.3);
(iii) Store the sign vector Y . Repeat the same process from step (i), starting from each of the
cocircuits pY,`q found in step (ii).
The set of stored sign vectors obtained during this process corresponds to a set of auxiliary
spline functions that are sufficient to compute the value of the splineMpx | Xq for all x. Applying
this process to all cocircuits pX,`q P Cp˚ then yields a set of auxiliary functions sufficient for the
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evaluation of all the basis functions of order p via (2.2b) and (2.3). Notice that the same sign
vector can be obtained starting from multiple basis functions, in which case, it should obviously
be stored only once.
So far, we have not detailed how the sign vectors corresponding to the cocircuits connected to
pX,`q in the induced lifting {MpV qX can be found efficiently in step (ii). Naively, starting from
the knowledge of the whole lifting {MpV q and applying Lemma 2.9 is obviously computationally
infeasible in most applications. Thankfully, in the case of weighted Delaunay bases, this can be
done quite efficiently.
Theorem 5.9. Let Dh be a weighted Delaunay lifting, and let pX :“ pX,`q and pY :“ pY,`q
be two of its positive cocircuits, connected by a coline pL :“ pL,`q, with Xu,σ1 “ Yv,σ2 for some
σ1, σ2 P t´,`u. Let w be the weight associated to pL via (5.5) with the corresponding weight
difference ∆w :“ wppY | L0q ´ wp pX | L0q, defined as in (5.10). Define for convenience:
sab :“ sign pdetppz, hpzq, 1qzPL0 , pa, hpaq, 1q, pb, hpbq, 1qqq , sc :“ sign pdetppz, 1qzPL0 , pc, 1qqq .
Then σ1 “ ´suv ¨ sv, σ2 “ suv ¨ su and signp∆wq “ ´suv ¨ su ¨ sv.
Proof. The first two equations follow immediately from the Delaunay property (5.1), since suv ¨
su “ signpXvq “ σ2, and suv ¨ sv “ ´svu ¨ sv “ ´signpYuq “ ´σ1. The third equation comes
from the fact that, using Proposition 4.4 and (5.5), if σ1 “ ` (respectively, ´) then the weight
of u is increasing (resp. decreasing) if u is on the positive side of affpL0q, and decreasing (resp.
increasing) if it is on its negative side. The same is true, with reversed signs, for σ2 and sv. In
other words, signp∆wq “ σ1su “ ´σ2sv “ ´suv ¨ su ¨ sv.
Theorem 5.9 shows that, in the case of weighted Delaunay bases, it is possible to compute
the cocircuit graph (and its orientation) simply from the knowledge of the sets Y 0 of all posi-
tive cocircuits pY,`q, without necessarily knowing in advance the corresponding sets Y `. But
according to Theorem 2.6, in the case of {MpV qX the set of all possible Y 0 for all cocircuits is
simply the set
B :“ tB Ď X0 \X` : |B| “ d` 1,detpBq ‰ 0u (5.17)
of all affinely independent subsets of size d`1 of X0 \X`. Therefore, one may compute the sign
vectors of all the positive cocircuits in {MpV qX simply by taking all the subsets in B, computing
the cocircuit graph using Theorem 5.9, assigning the sign vector X to the unique cocircuit pY,`q
with Y 0 “ X0, and traversing the graph. At each edge pY,`q Ñ pZ,`q, the sign vector Z can
be deduced from Y simply knowing the relationship Yv,σ1 “ Zw,σ2 , where v, w, σ1 and σ2 are
known.
The procedure outlined here, which we resume in Algorithm 3, guarantees the construction
of an evaluation graph capable of computing the value of all the splines in a basis of any order
p at a given point. Notice that the set of auxiliary functions can be computed once and for all
after the splines in the basis have been computed (e.g., via Algorithm 1), and stored, together
with the evaluation graph, for further use.
Once all the auxiliary functions and the evaluation graph have been computed, the spline
functions supported on a given point x P Rd can be evaluated via (2.2b) and (2.3), as discussed
earlier. We present the evaluation scheme in Algorithm 4 for convenience. Notice that, when all
auxiliary functions are taken into account, the degree-zero spline do not generally constitute a
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Algorithm 3 Builds the auxiliary functions necessary for the recursive evaluation of a set of
splines Mp ¨ | Xq, pX,`q P Cp˚ in a weighted Delaunay basis.
Input:
Cp˚ the set of positive cocircuits of order p of a Delaunay lifting Dh
Output:
Ap a set of pairs pX0, X`q corresponding to auxiliary spline functions.
Yp a directed graph on Ap that can be used for the evaluation via (2.2) and (2.3).
1: procedure BuildDelaunayAuxiliaryFunctions(Cp˚ )
2: Ap Ð ∅, Yp Ð ∅.
3: for all pX,`q P Cp˚ do
4: if Ap contains pX0, X`q then
5: skip this cocircuit, evaluate next cocircuit from line 3.
6: QÐ ∅ queue of positive cocircuits.
7: add pX0, X`q to Ap.
8: push(Q, pX,`q).
9: while Q is not empty do
10: pY,`q ÐPop(Q).
11: B Ð tB Ď Y 0 \ Y ` : |B| “ d` 1,detpBq ‰ 0u.
12: for all v P Y 0 do
13: Bv Ð tB P B : pY 0ztvuq Ď Bu.
14: sort Bv according to the weight wp ¨ | Y 0ztvuq (Theorem 5.9).
15: for all immediate neighbors pZ,`q of pY,`q in Bv do
16: compute Yv,σ1 “ Zw,σ2 as in Theorem 5.9.
17: if pσ1, σ2q “ p`,`q then Ź Only these two cases are possible
18: pZ0, Z`q Ð pY 0ztvu \ twu, Y `ztwu \ tvuq.
19: else if pσ1, σ2q “ p`,´q then
20: pZ0, Z`q Ð pY 0ztvu \ twu, Y `ztwuq.
21: add the edge pZ0, Z`q Ñ pY 0, Y `q to Yp.
22: if Ap does not contain pZ0, Z`q then
23: add pZ0, Z`q to Ap. push(Q, pZ,`q).
return tAp,Ypu.
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triangulation of convpAq. However, it is still possible to build search trees capable of efficiently
finding all the (possibly overlapping) simplices that contain a given point x. For example, bound-
ing volumes hierarchies such as the R-tree and R‹-tree [58, 59] possess a Opn logpnqq construction
complexity and Oplogpnqq query complexity, where n is the total number of degree-zero splines
in the evaluation graph, and are widely used in many practical and industrial applications. An
example of construction of auxiliary functions via Algorithm 3 is shown in Figure 5.
Notice that Algorithm 4 can also be seen as an alternative to Algorithm 2, since it is also
capable of finding all the spline functions in a basis that are supported on a given point x, without
explicitly checking if any cocircuit is supported on x. This comes at the cost of a (sometimes
high) number of auxiliary functions.
We present in Figure 6 an example of construction of auxiliary spline functions and the
corresponding evaluation graph.
A couple of final considerations. First, notice that it is not necessary to explicitly prove
that the evaluation graph is acyclic, as this is evident from its construction. In particular, the
evaluation graph for splines of order p clearly generates a p-partite oriented graph, to which some
connections between splines of the same order are added. But these extra connections correspond
to neighboring cocircuits pX :“ pX,`q and pY :“ pY,`q where Xu,` “ Yv,` for some u P X0,
v P Y 0. But the connections among this subset of cocircuits are the same as those in the full
positive cocircuit graph G`, so that no cycle can be induced by the orientation ox induced by
any point x.
Second, notice that in the special case where every point in A is repeated at leas p` 1 times,
after building the basis functions via Algorithm 1, we recover the usual de Casteljau algorithm
[61] over each simplex in a triangulation of convpAq. This case thus corresponds to the usual
discontinuous Galerkin basis used in many applications. We defer the study of this interesting
special case to a later work.
Finally, notice that, as can be gleaned from Figure 5, the procedure outlined here does not
lead in general to a minimal amount of auxiliary spline functions. The reason why this is true can
be understood by relying on the following consideration: in the evaluation of the induced lifting
corresponding to a cocircuit pX, whenever a subset Y 0 P B (5.17) is used, the corresponding
spline is constructed on the points Y 0 \ Y ` X X0 \X`. Therefore, unless Y ` Ď X0 \X`,
the spline function corresponding to Y 0 in {MpV qX will not be the same as the spline function
corresponding to Y 0 in {MpV q, and the number of auxiliary splines needed will increase. Notice
however that, due to the linear nature of the Delaunay condition (5.1), this cannot happen if
Y ` Ă convpY 0q. (5.18)
The total number of auxiliary spline functions depends on the amount of cocircuits for which
condition (5.18) is true, which in turn is determined by the chosen height function h, either
globally in Algorithm 1 or locally in each lifting {MpV qX . In particular, the presence of slivers, i.e.,
simplices with skewed aspect ratios, is a known drawback of standard Delaunay triangulations,
and can lead to a violation of (5.18) for many cocircuits. Some techniques exist to optimize the
Delaunay height function in order to reduce the number of these elements, see e.g. [62, 63]. We
defer to a future work the investigation of how these techniques can help optimize the number
of auxiliary functions required in the evaluation of simplex splines.
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Algorithm 4 Evaluates all the spline functions of the auxiliary functions necessary for the
recursive evaluation of a set of splines Mp ¨ | Xq, pX,`q P Cp˚ in a weighted Delaunay basis.
Input:
Cp˚ positive cocircuits of order p of a Delaunay lifting Dh.
Ap a set of pairs pX0, X`q corresponding to auxiliary spline functions.
Yp a directed graph on Ap that can be used for the evaluation via (2.2) and (2.3).
x a point in Rd, not lying on the hyperplane affpL0q of any positive coline pL of Dh.
Output:
The value Mpx | Xq for all pX,`q P Cp˚
Assumptions: Search(x) is a point-location query function on the pairs in Ap returning all
the pairs of order zero, i.e., of the type pX0,∅q with x P convpX0q, if any. If x lies exactly on
the hyerplane affpL0q of some pL, remove the ambiguity using numerical pertrubation and/or
the continuity for spline functions of order p ě 1.
1: procedure EvaluateDelaunaySplines(Cp˚ , tAp,Ypu, x)
2: QÐ ∅ queue of pairs, S Ð ∅ set of already encountered pairs.
3: Z ÐSearch(x).
4: for all pZ0,∅q P Z do
5: compute Mpx | Z0q via (2.2a).
6: Push(Q,pZ0,∅q).
7: while Q is not empty do
8: pX0, X`q ÐPop(Q).
9: if S does not contain pX0, X`q then
10: add pX0, X`q to S.
11: for all outgoing neighbors pY 0, Y `q of pX0, X`q in Yp do
12: L0 Ð X0 X Y 0.
13: sx Ð signpϕL0pxqq).
14: compute ∆w as in Theorem 5.9.
15: if sx “ ∆w then
16: mark the edge pY 0, Y `q Ñ pX0, X`q as incoming for pX0, X`q.
17: Push(Q,pY 0, Y `q).
18: TS Ð topological sorting of all marked edges in Yp.
19: for all edges pX0, X`q Ñ pY 0, Y `q in TS do
20: if Xu,` “ Yv,´ for some u P X0, v P y0 then
21: Mpx | Yv,´q ÐMpx | Xq.
22: else if Xu,` “ Yv,` for some u P X0, v P Y 0 then
23: compute Mpx | Yv,´q from Mpx | Xu,´q, u P X0 via (2.3).
24: if all incoming edges for pY 0, Y `q have been visited then
25: compute Mpx | Y q from Mpx | Yv,´q, v P Y 0 via (2.2b).
return Mpx | Xq for all computed pairs pX0, X`q that represent cocircuits in Cp˚ .
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Figure 5: Top left: The representation as a zonotopal tiling of the spline bases over the points
A :“ ta1, . . . , a6u of Figure 2, with the tiles corresponding to the p “ 2 basis (C2˚ ) highlighted
and numbered from 1 to 4. Top right: corresponding spline functions and auxiliary functions,
numbered 5 through 17, computed by Algorithm 3. Bottom: the sub-matroids, represented as
tilings, encountered when executing Algorithm 3, with the tiles corresponding to the auxiliary
spline functions highlighted.
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Figure 6: Top: the directed evaluation graph tA2,Y2u produced by Algorithm 3, in the case of
the example of Figure 5. Bottom: The oriented evaluation path obtained when calling Algorithm
4 with different locations of x.
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6 Conclusions
We have uncovered the combinatorial structure of multivariate (simplex) spline bases built atop
a point multiset A, which ties them to the well studied single-element liftings of the oriented
matroid {MpV q and, via the Bohne-Dress theorem, to fine zonotopal tilings. This correspondence
allows to generalize the set of known multivariate spline bases and to adapt a known construction
algorithm to a more general setting. The underlying combinatorial structure also provides a way
to efficiently determine all the spline basis functions supported on any given point x, and to
devise a recurrence evaluation scheme that reuses some intermediate results, thus providing a
useful first step in the practical application of simplex spline bases in approximation and analysis.
Only simplicial liftings (equivalently, fine zonotopal tilings) have been explored in the present
work. Possible connections between non-simplicial liftings and other kinds of multivariate splines,
such as Box splines or more general polyhedral splines [64, 65] might be possible by generalizing
this restriction.
From a computational standpoint, it is possible that the correspondence uncovered in the
present work can be used to obtain further optimized algorithms for multivariate splines. Two
aspects in particular deserve a particular attention in our opinion.
First, the evaluation scheme proposed in this work does not guarantee a minimal number of
auxiliary functions. On the other hand, optimized weighted Delaunay triangulations coming from
computer graphics applications (see e.g. [62, 63]) could provide more suitable height functions,
significantly improving the evaluation algorithm.
Second, numerical quadratures, which are a fundamental step for many applications such as
isogeometric analysis, are difficult to compute via Gaussian quadrature rules because of the com-
plicated shape of the reduced regularity interfaces of an unstructured spline basis (see e.g. Figure
3, top right). On the other hand, alternative integration techniques based on cone spline decom-
positions have been developed over the years (see e.g. [66–69]). Since cone splines can be naturally
associated to covectors other than cocircuits in {MpV q (equivalently, to lower-dimensional faces
of P), it is conceivable that these classic approaches can be made more efficient by exploiting
this connection.
Finally, the freedom given by the possibility of constructing spline bases over point sets
with repeated knots can be exploited in unstructured isogeometric analysis applications to easily
handle boundary conditions and even to create disconnected subdomains, similarly to what is
done in discontinuous Galerkin methods, but with a higher degree of flexibility in the size, shape
and topology of the subdomains. The arbitrary nature of the point multisets considered in this
work would also allow to seamlessly link (unstructured) isogeometric, finite elements and/or
discontinuous Galerkin subdomains in the same simulation and within a unified framework. We
expect to investigate this promising research direction in a future work.
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A Supplementary proofs
We provide here for convenience the proof of many of the propositions and lemmas in this work.
Some of these proofs can be obtained by patching or modifying some existing proofs of similar
statements. In this case, we strive to provide a reference to the relevant works.
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A.1 Oriented matroids
We prove here some proof that define the relationship between covectors and colines and the
associated cocircuit graph in an oriented matroid. Proofs for many of these properties can be
deduced from some of the results of [29, Chapter 4], or inferred by the general structure of the
topological representation of oriented matroids. However, due to the proliferation of different
sets of axioms for oriented matroids and relations between them, we were unable to find exact
equivalents for many of the statements that we need. Furthermore, translating theorems between
equivalent sets of axioms via equivalences (cryptomorphisms) is a notoriously complex and error-
prone endeavour. For all these reasons, we condense these arguments into a complete set of self-
contained proofs, generating in the process a few useful lemmas whose exact statement cannot
easily be found in the relevant literature. First, we prove a technical lemma that generalizes
property (P4) somewhat.
Lemma A.1. Let X and Y be two covectors with SpX,Y q ‰ ∅. Then there exists a covector
Z such that Ze “ pX ˝ Y qe for all e R SpX,Y q, Zf “ 0 for at least one f P SpX,Y q, and
SpX,Zq “ ∅.
Proof. Let f be an element in SpX,Y q. By property (P4), there exists a covector V p1q such that
V
p1q
f “ 0, V p1qe “ pX ˝ Y qe for all e R SpX,Y q.
If SpX,V p1qq “ ∅ then V p1q satisfies the lemma. Else, by applying again property (P4) on any
element g P SpX,V p1qq Ă SpX,Y q, we obtain another covector V p2q such that
V p2qg “ 0, V p2qf “ Xf , V p2qe “ pX ˝ V p1qqe “ pX ˝ Y qe for all e R SpX,Y q.
Since SpX,V p2qq Ă SpX,V p1qq, the process can be repeated until SpX,V pnqq “ ∅.
We turn our attention to the relationship between covectors and colines. We wish to show that
a coline can be obtained as a conformal composition of two and only two cocircuits. This condition
can be characterised equivalently, and more conveniently, in terms of the partial ordering onM.
Lemma A.2. Let X and Y be two distinct cocircuits and L a coline. Then L is a conformal
composition of X and Y , i.e., X ˝ Y “ L and SpX,Y q “ ∅, if and only if X ă L and Y ă L.
Proof. If X,Y ă L, then clearly SpX,Y q “ ∅, and X ˝ Y has rank strictly higher than X or Y ,
thus X ˝ Y ě L. On the other hand, pX ˝ Y q0 “ X0 X Y 0 Ě L0, implying X ˝ Y ď L. Taking
these two inequalities together, we conclude that X ˝ Y “ L. The opposite implication can be
simply deduced by the fact that, if SpX,Y q “ ∅, then X, Y and L “ X ˝ Y all agree on nonzero
values, and if X ‰ Y then L0 is a strict subset of both X0 and Y 0.
Lemma A.3. Let X, Y be two covectors such that 0 ă X ă Y . Then there exists another
covector Z ‰ X such that 0 ă Z ă Y .
Proof. X ă Y is equivalent to X0 Ą Y 0 and SpX,Y q “ ∅. Consider the two covectors Y and
V :“ ´X ˝ Y . Clearly, e P SpX,V q if and only if e R X0. Then by Lemma A.1 there exists a
covector Z with
Zf “ pX ˝ Y qf “ Yf on X0 Ą Y 0, Zg “ 0 for some g R X0
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and therefore Z0 Ą Y 0 and Z ‰ X. Moreover, Z is nonzero in X0zY 0, and SpY, Zq “ ∅,
completing the proof.
We are finally ready to prove Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.3. Any coline L can be expressed as the conformal composition L “ X ˝ Y , SpX,Y q “
∅ of two cocircuits X,Y P C˚ in a unique way.
Proof. By Lemma A.2, we must find two distinct cocircuits X and Y such that X ă L and
Y ă L. Since L has rank one more than a cocircuit, there exists at least one covector X such
that 0 ă X ă L. Lemma A.3 then yields another distinct cocircuit Y such that 0 ă Y ă L,
thus proving that at least one such pair exists.
Next, we prove that X and Y are the only cocircuits satisfying the conditions X ă L and
Y ă L. Assume that there is a third distinct cocircuit Z such that Z ă L. Lemma A.1, applied
to the pair X, ´Y , guarantees the existence of a covector V such that
Ve “ ´Le for e P X0zY 0, Vf “ Lf for f P Y 0zX0, Vg “ 0 for g P X0 X Y 0 “ L0.
and, furthermore, SpX,V q “ ∅, implying that SpL, V q “ X0zL0. Applying Lemma A.1 again
to the pair L, V yields a new covector W with
We “ Le for e P Y 0zX0, W 0 Ą L0, SpW,Lq “ ∅,
implying W ă L. If W is not identically zero on the set X0zL0, then X ă X ˝W ă L, which
contradicts the fact that L is a coline. Similarly, we conclude that W is identically zero over
Z0zL0. But thenW 0 Ą X0, and thus 0 ăW ă X which contradicts the fact thatX is a cocircuit.
Therefore, there can be at most two such cocircuits, ending the proof. The relationship between
the zero sets of the covectors L, X, Y , Z, V and W are summarised in Figure 7 for clarity.
This proposition implies that the cocircuit graph is simple. To prove that there is no isolated
vertex, we provide a proof of Lemma 2.4.
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a cocircuit. Then there exists another cocircuit Y with SpX,Y q “ ∅
such that L “ X ˝ Y is a coline.
Proof. Consider another cocircuit V ‰ ´X. If SpX,V q “ ∅ or SpX,´V q “ ∅, then let W “
X ˝ V or W “ X ˝ ´V , respectively. In both cases, X ă W , and we can find a coline L in the
chain X ă . . . ă W , possibly W itself. Applying Lemma A.3 yields another covector Y ă L,
which by Lemma A.2 is the desired cocircuit.
If neither SpX,V q “ ∅ nor SpX,´V q “ ∅, then use Lemma A.1 to obtain a covector V 1
such that
SpX,V 1q “ ∅, V 1e “ Xe for all e P SpX,´V q, V 1f “ 0 for some f P SpX,V q.
V 1 cannot be comparable to X, since V 1f “ 0 ‰ Xf would then imply V 1 ă X. Then we can
take the cocircuit in the chain 0 ă . . . ă V 1, possibly V 1 itself, and proceed as in the previous
paragraph.
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L
L 0 L
L L
X
0 0 L
L L
Y
L 0 0
L L
Z
L 0 L
0 L
V
´L 0 L
0, L 0, L
X ˝W
0, L 0 L
L L
X ă X ˝W ă L
Z ˝W
L 0 L
0, L L
Z ă Z ˝W ă L
W
0 0 L
0 0, L
0 ă W ă X
Figure 7: Venn diagram for the cocircuits used in the proof of Lemma 2.3. A zero indicates that
the cocircuit is everywhere zero in that subset, a hatched pattern indicates that it is everywhere
nonzero, and a dotted pattern that some values might be zero, but not all. All nonzero values
are compatible with L, since all covectors obey SpL, ¨ q “ 0. The last three figures represent the
three contradictory possibilities of the proof.
A.2 Single-element liftings
We provide here the proofs of the useful Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.8 of Section 2.4.
Lemma 2.7. Let {MpV q be a single-element lifting of an oriented matroid built on a point
configuration matroid with rank d` 1. Then, for every cocircuit pX,`q, such that ˇˇX0 ˇˇ “ d` 1,
detpX0q :“ detpviqviPX0 ‰ 0.
Proof. Assume that detpX0q “ 0. This means that there is a hyperplaneH Ă Rd passing through
all the d ` 1 points in X0, i.e., by (2.5) there is a nonzero covector pR, 0q with X0 Ď R0. If
SpX,Rq ‰ ∅ and SpX,´Rq ‰ ∅, then by Lemma A.1 there has to exist a covector pY,`q with
Ye “ 0 for some e P SpX,Rq, Yf “ Xf ‰ 0 for some f P SpX,´Rq, Yg “ 0 for all g P X0.
Since moreover SpX,Y q “ ∅ and Xe ‰ 0, it follows that 0 ă pY,`q ă pX,`q, which contradicts
the fact that pX,`q is a cocircuit. Without loss of generality, choose the orientation of R such
that SpX,Rq “ ∅. Then, since pX,`q0 Ă pR, 0q0, we have 0 ă pR, 0q ă pX,`q, which is again
a contradiction. The only conclusion is that detpX0q ‰ 0.
Lemma 2.8. Let {MpV q be a simplicial single-element lifting point configuration oriented ma-
troid. Then, for each u P X0, the sign vector pL,`q :“ pXu,σ,`q is a coline of {MpV q for
σ P t´,`u, and all colines can be obtained in this way. In particular, all colines of the form
pL,`q have ˇˇL0 ˇˇ “ d.
Proof. The subset X0ztuu has cardinality d, and since any set of d points lies on a common
hyperplane H, there is a covector pR, 0q with R0 Ě X0ztuu. Moreover, by Lemma 2.7, u cannot
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lie on H, and therefore Ru ‰ 0. Without loss of generality, choose R such that Ru “ σ. Then
the covector
pL,`q :“ pX,`q ˝ pR, 0q
is equal to pX,`q everywhere except u, where Xu “ 0 and Lu “ σ, i.e., L “ Xu,σ. Moreover,
pL,`q is a coline, since X ă L and X and L differ by only one zero value and there cannot be
any covector L1 with X ă L1 ă L.
A coline pL :“ pL,`q can be expressed uniquely as pL “ pX ˝ pY with Sp pX, pY q “ ∅. Without
loss of generality, chose pX “ pX,`q, let u P X0zY 0 and let σ “ Yu. Then Xu,σ is a coline, and
since 0 ă X ă Xu,σ ď pL,`q, the only possibility is pL,`q “ pXu,σ,`q.
A.3 Convex sets
We provide a proof of Lemma 5.7, a slight variation of a classical proof of Carathéodory’s theorem.
Lemma 5.7. Let A “ ta1, . . . , anu be a set of n ą d`1 points in Rd, and let B Ă A, |B| “ d`1
be an affinely independent subset of A. Then for every x P convpAq there exists a point b P B
such that b and x are on the same side of affpBztbuq and x P convpAztbuq.
Proof. First, assume that x P convpBq. In this case, for all b P B, x is on the same side
of affpBztbuq as b. But since |A| ą d ` 1, we can pick a point a P AzB, and the sim-
plices tconvpBztcu \ tauq; c P Bu cover convpBq. Thus, there is a point c P B such that
x P convpBztcu \ tauq that satisfies the lemma.
Assume now that x R convpBq. The condition x P convpAq is equivalent to
x “
ÿ
aPA
µaa
for some numbers µa satisfying µa ě 0, řaPA µa “ 1. Since the points in B are affinely indepen-
dent, we can express x “ řbPB λbb, with řbPB λb “ 1. We extend this to a linear combination
x “ řaPA λaa by defining λa :“ 0 for a P AzB. We haveÿ
aPA
µa “ 1 “
ÿ
aPA
λa,
and therefore
ř
aPApµa´λaq “ 0. The expression µa´λa cannot be identically zero for all a P A,
since otherwise x P convpBq, which we have excluded. Thus, there must be at least one b P B
with λb ą µb ě 0. If we pick a point c P B such that
c P arg min
bPB
"
αb :“ µb
λb ´ µb : λb ą µb
*
,
we can write the positive linear combinationÿ
aPA
rµa ´ pλa ´ µaqαcs a “ x, µa ´ pλa ´ µaqαc ě 0, (A.1)
and clearly µc ´ pλc ´ µcqαc “ 0. Thus, the point c satisfies the lemma, since λc ą µc ě 0
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implies that c and x are on the same side of affpBztcuq, and x can be expressed as the convex
combination (A.1) with the point c having a zero coefficient.
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